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Abstract
This thesis discusses the usage of VHDL as a high-level synthesis language for the ES
silicon compiler. The ES silicon compiler is a silicon compilation tooI under development at the Design Automation Section of the Department of Electrical Engineering
of the Eindhoven University of Technology. VHDL is an industrial standard language used for a variety of design tasks [LRM 88] [Lipsett 89] [Ashenden 90].
Because VHDL is an industrial standard, there are many VHDL tools available, and
using VHDL makes crossing the university+-+industry barrier easier.
The ES silicon compiler and the ASCIS data flow graph are introduced [Veen 85]
[Stok 91] [Eijndhoven 91]. The ASCIS data flow graph is a flow analysis method representing data dependencies. In the ASCIS data flow graph all control flow constructs
of an algorithm, as weIl as operations and expressions are represented by data flow
operators. The ES silicon compiler internally uses the ASCIS data flow graph. To be
able to use any high-level synthesis language, a translation from it to the ASCIS data
flow graph must be possible.
VHDL is originally a language for describing existing hardware within the context of
an event-driven simulator, and the underlying model and some of the language constructs of VHDL reflect this origin. The ASCIS data flow graph uses a token flow
model.
The difference between the underlying model of VHDL and the model of the ASCIS
data flow graph, constitute the model problem. The model problem together with some
untranslatable language constructs of VHDL constitute the main translation problem.
The model problem is approached from five different angles to find a solution to it.
None of these prove to be real solutions, and the model problem stays unsolved.
Apart from language constructs depending on the model problem, and those not
suitable for high-level synthesis, many other VHDL constructs remain and prove to
be translatabIe. In order to become translatabIe, most of these constructs have to be
pre-processed. This pre-processing is worked out for many of VHDL's concurrent
statements, sequential statements, and expressions.
The conclusion is that VHDL is currently not usabIe as a high-level synthesis language for the ES silicon compiler, mainly because the model problem has not yet
been solved. If the model problem were solved, most of VHDL is usabIe.
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Pre fa ce
Computer System
(ISO) A functional unit, consisting of one or more computers and associated
software, that uses common storage for all or part of a program and also for all
or part of the data necessary for the execution of the program; executes user-written or user-designated programs; performs user-designated data manipulation,
including arithmetic operations and logic operations; and that can execute
programs that modify themselves during their execution. A computer system may
be a stand-alone unit or may consist of several interconnected units. Synonymous
with ADP system, computing system [ANDIPS 82].
The above is taken from a computer dictionary I saved from the dustbin one day.
This is only one of the many nice definitions stored therein. It illustrates how hard it
is to define certain things in plain text (if ever you come across the work, look up calculator, address and chad). The VHDL language reference manual tries to define many
aspects of VHDL in plain text too.
In my view this is one of the reasons why writing a program that can read VHDL is
very difficuIt. As an example some text on the subject of scope and visibility:
Each selected name in a use clause identifies one or more declarations that will
potentially become directly visible. If the suffix of the selected name is a simple
name or operator symbol, then the selected name identifies only the declaration(s) of that simple name or operator symbol contained within the package or
library denoted by the prefix of the selected name [LRM 88 § 10.4].

It took me quite some time and exercise to get accustomed to the language used in

the VHDL language reference manual. Even now it still happens that I have to reread a paragraph four times before its meaning becomes dear. I hope this thesis is
easier to read!
I thank the following people for their support: Ric Hilderink, Marc Heijligers and
Catheleijne Berck. Thank you: Catheleijne, Ric, and Nico van Arkel for proofreading.
Furthermore I thank Jens Brage and Murray Pearson for the many discussions we
had on many VHDL subjects bye-mail.
Ernst Mulder
pooh@stack.urc.tue.nl
pooh@es.ele.tue.nl

Eindhoven, August 1992.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Design Automation Section of the Department of Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology (ES) develops tools for the design of integrated
circuits. One of these tools is a silicon compiler, which translates an abstract behavioural specification of a digital system into a hardware realisation on silicon. Such
an abstract behavioural specification -in most cases an algorithm- is usually specified in a high-level synthesis language.
At the moment the high-level synthesis languages Silage [Hilfinger 84], ELLA
[Morisson 94] and HardwareC [Ku 90] are the source languages of many high-level
synthesis systems. Another possible high-level synthesis language is VHDL. This
language is rapidly growing to be an industrial standard for many levels of hardware
description, including high-level behavioural description.
The high-level synthesis part of the ES silicon compiler internally uses the ASCIS data
flow graph (DFG) as the central object. High-level synthesis is the first step in silicon
compilation. This requires a translation step between VHDL and the ASCIS data flow
graph.
This thesis studies whether VHDL can be used as a high-level synthesis language in
combination with the ES silicon compiler. To be able to understand some of the chapters in this thesis, more than just familiarity with VHDL and the ASCIS data flow
graph is a necessity. The two standard references on these two subjects are [LRM 88]
and [Eijndhoven 91].
In the remainder of this introduction, section 1.1 gives a more detailed description of
the ES silicon compiler, section 1.2 contains more details on VHDL, and finally section 1.3 describes the ASCIS data flow graph.
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1.1

About The ES silicon compiler...

The ES silicon compiler is a tooI that generates a layout of a chip from a functional
description the user provides. The silicon compiler consists of several parts, given in
figure 1.1. High-level synthesis is the first step of silicon compilation. Here the behavioural description describing how the chip should interact with its environment,
together with user-specified goals and constraints, are synthesised into a data path
and a controller for it. The data path describes a network of functional units, foreground memory (registers), background memory (RAM and ROM) and their interconnect; the controller, specified by a finite state machine (FSM) controls the data
path [Arts 91 p. 1].
Behavioural
description

Goals and

I constraints
Controller

Data path

Figure 1.1: Silicon compiler overview

The high-level synthesis process is dividable into subparts as given in figure 1.2
[Arts 91 p. 5]. A DFG constructor translates the syntax tree of the description specified by the input language into an ASCIS data flow graph (see § 1.3). The resulting
data flow graph is the centraI object used in the high-level synthesis system. All synthesis operations (scheduling, preselection, optimisation, ... ) perform their tasks
upon the data flow grapht . As the last part of high-level synthesis the extractor creates a data path and controller out of the data flow graph.
It is possible to use more than one input language, as long as there is a mapping to
the ASCIS data flow graph.

t

It actually uses three different graphs, the data flow graph, the network graph and the contral

graph. The data flow graph is an input to the high level synthesis process. During the process, the
various tasks generate the other two graphs.
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Otlzer
description
language(s)

I

VHDL

I

v
Parser

v
___P_a-,r_s_e_r__

J

Abstract
syntax tree

ASCIS

data flow graplz

module generation,
preselection, library,
p - - - · - - - I optimisation,scheduling, allocation, ...

I

1

Extractor~

Data patlz

1

1

Controller

Figure 1.2: High-level synthesis overview

In the ideal case, a parser translates the high-level description into an abstract syntax
tree, which the DFG constructor then translates into an ASCIS data flow graph. In the
reaI world however it is more convenient to do both steps separately for all input languages. Thus a single tooI will translate VHDL descriptions into a syntax tree and
then into an ASCIS data flow graph.

1.2

About VHDL...

VHDL is the abbreviation of "VHSIC Hardware Description Language". VHSIC is
the abbreviation of "Very High Speed Integrated Circuits", a Program Office of the
Department of Defence of the United States of America.
VHDL is designed for describing existing hardware within the context of an
event-driven simulator but it is also possible to use it for designing new hardware.
The scope of VHDL covers the description of architectural description to gate level
description. The language is of a hierarchical nature and supports mixed-level simulations [Lipsett 89 p. xii]. VHDL allows description of the structure of a design, the
specification of the function of designs using familiar programming language forms
and allows to simulate a design before manufacturing [Ashenden 90].
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Nowadays, more and more people use VHDL as a design language, a language to design and simulate a circuit in development. A major advantage of VHDL is that it has
become an industrial standard; this means that there are a lot of publicly and commercially available tools that support VHDL, and that designs become exchangeable.
And last but not least, being able to support VHDL impresses other people and research institutes.

"Choosing an industry standard language makes i teasier to overcome the
university+--+industry barrier. Creating synthesis tools is just part of the job; the other part is
to convince the industry to use them [Brage 91 p. 2]."

1.3

About the ASCIS data flow graph ...

1.3.1

Brief introduction to the ASCIS data flow graph

The data flow graph, defined by Leon Stok in [Stok 91 p. 32] is derived from the demand
graph defined by Arthur Veen in [Veen 85]. The demand graph is a flow analysis
method representing data dependencies. The demand graph can be derived from the
syntax tree of the souree text of an algorithm [Veen 85 p. 70]. The data flow graph can
be derived from the demand graph by inverting the directions of all edges t . The
ASCIS data flow graph, formally described in [Eijndhoven 91] is a standardisation effort of the data flow graph.
In this document, the abbreviation DFG denotes the ASCIS data flow graph
unless explicitly stated otherwise.
In some places this thesis refers to demand graphs in [Veen 85]; changing
the direction of the edges of the demand graph to get a data flow graph is
left to the reader.
In the DFG all control flow constructs of an algorithm, as well as operations and expressions, are represented by data flow operators. These operators are represented by
nodes in the DFG. Directed edges between these nodes define the data flow. The DFG
bears close resemblance to petri nets: a node may execute when there is a token on all
of its inputs, and tokens may queue when the node where they arrive can not execute, resulting in edges with multiple tokens.
Consider the simpIe assignment expression x = a + b - c. Figure 1.3 shows the corresponding DFG [Arts 91 p. 9]. There are three incoming data edges, containing the values of a, band c. There is one outgoing data edge, containing the value of the assignment operation. There are two nodes, denoting the operations + and-.

t

In the dernand graph, the edges point to the previous definition of the value of a variabie; in the
data flow graph they depict the direction of the flow of the value of a variabie.
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Figure 1.3: A simple data flow graph
Every DFG edge is connected to a node by a port. Ports are needed to distinguish between the various input and output edges. Every DFG node must have at least one
input node and one output node+ . There exist a variety of node types. The following
list briefly explains them. The list is an adapted and enhanced version of the one
listed in [Arts 91 p. 10].
Operation nodes

Nodes with an operator, such as arithmetic and Boolean
operations.

Input and output nodes

Nodes of type input are the only nodes without input
edges, and nodes with type output are the only nodes
without output edges. To execute a graph, one single token must be available on each input node. If the graph
would be instantiated elsewhere as an operation, then
the names of these input and output nodes define the
port names of the operation node.

Constant nodes

These nodes generate a token with a predefined constant value at their output when a token is available at
their only input port. The edge of this port is a source
edge.

Branch and merge nodes

A branch node has two incoming edges (a data edge and
a contral edge), and has two or more output ports. A
branch node passes the token from the incoming data
edge to the output port selected by the value of the token on the contral edge. An output port must be present
for every possible selection value, but it is not necessary
to connect an edge to all output ports of the branch node.
The merge node is dual to the branch node. These two
nodes are necessary to build conditional structures.
Attached to each branch node is a selection list, which is
an ordered list associating mutually exclusive values
with one of the outgoing ports of the branch node
[Eijndhoven 91 § 2.5].

+

The input and output nodes are the onIy exceptions to this ruie.
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Entry and exit nodes

The entry and exit nodes are functionally identical to the
merge and branch nodes respectively, with one exception: the control input of the entry node initially holds a
token with value O. These nodes are used to build loop
constructs.

Get and put nodes

Get and put nodes are to provide a mechanism for communication with the environment. They are linked in sequential chains which specify the order of read and
write operations.

Array nodes

For the operations on one dimensional arrays, three special nodes (initialisation, retrieve and update nodes) are
provided. See also [Eijndhoven 91 p. 11].

There are five different types of edges. The following list briefly explains them. This
list is adapted from [Arts 91 p. 11].
Data edges

These edges transfer tokens which contain data values.

Contro1 edges

These edges are connected to the control inputs of branch and
merge and entry and exit nodes. Actually, a control edge is the
same as a data edge. The reason why the control edge is distinguished is that this has certain advantages for some high-level synthesis tasks.

Chain edges

These edges are used to serially link all get and put nodes that operate on a single physical external communication port. Furthermore, chain edges are used to link array operations.

Souree edges

These edges are needed to enable constant nodes.

Timing edges

These edges are used to enforce a required timing or execution ordering on the nodes in the DFG.

In the example that is shown in figure 1.4, most of these node and edge types are
used. Section 1.3.2 defines the drawing conventions used for drawing ASCIS data
flow graphs in this thesis.
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Gexarnple 0
int x, y;

chain
". edge

source
"- __ edge

data
edge

BR

x = get 0;
y =get 0;
if (x == 3)
x =5;

else

o

y = 7;

control
edge

ME

put (y);
put (x);

y

}

Figure 1.4: A data flow graph exarnple

1.3.2

DFG drawing conventions used in this thesis

The following drawing conventions for data flow graphs are used in this thesis. To be
able to distinguish the different types of edges, one occurrence of every different
edge type is narned in all DFG pictures in this thesis.
plain
node

a subgraph

b,,"ch-,"d-

merge nodes

entry-andexit nodes

0

source
edge

0

chain
edge

~:c- ~
.

ME

~~

I

control
edges

data
edge

I
I

,-I
I

i

~

Figure 1.5: Drawing conventions for the ASCIS data flow graph
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Chapter 2
VHDL and its
Underlying Model
This chapter describes the structure and the underlying model of a design in VHDL,
and poses the question whether this structure and this model can be used within the
ES silicon compiler. The model difference between VHDL and the ASCIS data flow
graph will emerge to be the main problem of this thesis. This chapter addresses this
problem, and tries to find a solution for it.
Section 2.1 provides a small introduction describing the nature and origin of VHDL.
Section 2.2 describes the structure of a VHDL design. Section 2.3 treats the elaboration and execution of a VHDL design, especially the way VHDL handles signais. Section 2.4 defines the model problem; a collection of differences between VHDL and the
ASCIS data flow graph, causing translation difficulties when translating from the
former into the latter. Section 2.5 tries to find a solution to the model problem, but
none are found. Section 2.6 contains the conclusions to this chapter.

2.1

The origin of VHDL

VHDL is originally a language for describing and simulating existing hardware
within the context of an event-driven simulator. As a result of this, the underlying
model of VHDL, and some language constructs of VHDL are based on this origin+.
It is possible to use VHDL to design circuits on a low level. The underlying model of

VHDL is very close to the behaviour of digitallogic and other low level hardware.
In high-level synthesis languages, a high degree of abstraction is necessary. A hardware description language used for high-level synthesis should not be based on any
hardware model.
VHDL, however, is based on a hardware model. This makes using VHDL as a highlevel synthesis language difficult.

+ The syntax of certain VHDL constructs are either directly taken from Adat or resembie those of Ada
[LRM 88 Pr~face].
t Ada is a trademark of the US DoD.
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2.2

The structure of a VHDL design

A VHDL design file consists of one or more design units. Each design unit can specify a primary or a secondary unit (a body). A context clause defines the context
(libraries, packages) which the following unit inherits. Figure 2.1 visualises this
hierarchy.
/\

~---I

v
V
behaviour
(processes)
or structure
(components)

Figure 2.1: The contents of a design unitt
A primary unit is a unit of declaration, and a secondary unit is a unit of specification.
An entity declaration declares a design entity. An architecture body specifies the
body of the corresponding entity. This may be a description of behaviour (algorithm)
or of structure (component instantiations and interconnect signaIs). Table 2.1 at the
end of this section shows the declarations available in these units.
A configuration declaration specifies a binding of component instantiations with design entities. If a structural description refers to a certain component, a configuration
declaration can be used to bind this component to a predefined entity defining the
component's structure or behaviour.
Finally, a package declaration bundIes a collection of declarations and subroutines
which are usabIe in multiple design entities by means of a context clause. A package
body specifies the algorithms of the subprograms the package declaration declares.
Table 2.2 at the end of this section shows the declarations available in these units.

t

The '/\' sign in a block denotes that all its sub-blocks have to be present (and), the 'v' sign in a block
denotes that one and only one of its sub-blocks has to be present (exclusive or).
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Figure 2.2 illustrates a description of structure; a structural description specifies the
component instantiations out of which a design entity consists, and specifies the interconnecting signals between the porls of these components. Figure 2.3 illustrates a
description of behaviour; a behavioural description specifies an algorithm defining
the behaviour of a design entity.

~

LV
component instances

ports

signals

Figure 2.2: Example of a description of structure t

I
QSl
I

D S2
I

F

I

s3D

.~

.-

.-

+

*

I

Figure 2.3: Example of a description of behaviour
Behavioural and structural descriptions use the same library units, an entity declaration and an architecture body. The difference is the contents of the architecture body.
Figure 2.4 illustrates this.

component instantiations
and mterconnect,
describing structure

processes, describin~
the behaviour of entIties

Figure 2.4: Describing structure and behaviour

t

Aconfiguration declaration may bind component instances to design entities describing their structure or behaviour.
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A structural description usually is of a lower level. At this level it is possible to connect logical ports, like ands and ors. A behavioural description usually is of a higher
level; at this level it is possible to describe the behaviour of a design entity using
algorithms.
The above is usually true, but VHDL does not enforce this scheme. It is perfectly possible to create a design at the level of logical ports, and use behavioural specifications
of these ports for the sole purpose of simulation. It is also possible to partitionise a
design into sub-blocks (component instantiations), and to bind these sub-blocks to algorithms (design entities with a behavioural description).
Figure 2.5 shows a simple VHDL design example containing one design entity with a
behavioural description, and a simpIe package declaration containing one subtype
declaration used by the design entity.
package Types is
subtype Data is INTEGER;
end Types;
use Work.Types. all;
entity HalCAdder is
port ( InpuC1: Data;
Inpuc2: Data;
Sum: out Data;
Carry: out Data );
end Half_Adder;
use Work.Types. all;
architecture HalCAdder_Behaviour of HalCAdder is
begin
process (InpuC1, InpuC2)
begin
Sum <= InpuC1 xor Inpuc2 after 5 ns;
Carry <= Inpuc1 and InpuC2 after 5 ns;
end process ;
end HaICAdder_Behaviour;
Figure 2.5: A simpIe VHDL design example
In a high-level synthesis system designs are specified using algorithms. It is a logical
decision to use behavioural descriptions in VHDL when using VHDL as a high-level
synthesis language.
In the ideal case, a (high-level) synthesis system will use VHDL behavioural descriptions as its input, use mixed-level VHDL descriptions in its intermediate stages, and
use structural VHDL as its output, specifying library components and their
interconnect.

VHDL AND lTS UNDERLYlNG MODEL
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The following sections in this chapter show that the underlying model of VHDL
makes the first stage of this scenario difficuit or even impossible for the ES silicon
compiler and other high-level synthesis systems based on data flow graphs.
Table 2.1: Declarations available in an entity, and an architecture

Basic declarations
type declaration
subtype declaration
constant declaration
file declaration
alias declaration
subprogram declaration
use clause

Other declarations
signal declaration
subprogram body
attribute declaration
attribute specification
disconnection specification
component declaration
configuration specification
variabie declaration

i••. i.

i..·•·.·• . . . . . . lllg~~II.li.~:i~~··
it

:i1..

I•
./.• i••••.
• i=
.
•••••

•••

••

iil

)

•••

••••

allowed ••••
not allowed i. .

Table 2.2: Declarations available in a package and its body

ï'
i:~I:~:~!E ;:
::::::

Basic declarations type declaration
subtype declaration

cons:f:E

i ..

subprogram declaration •••••
use clausel

Other declarations
signal declaration
subprogram body
attribute declaration
attribute specification
disconnection specification
component declaration
configuration specification
variabie declaration

ti
.•
i1..
••••
iil
allowed •
not allowed
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2.3

The elaboration and execution of a VHDL design

2.3.1

The simulation cyele

The basic form of a VHDL description consists of concurrently running processes,
containing sequential programs describing behaviour, and signals by means of which
the processes communicate.
According to the VHDL model, all processes are running in parallel. These processes
assign new values to the signaIs in the description.
A VHDL process executes continuously; after executing its last sequential statement,
execution continues at its first statement. A wait statement can suspend a process. If a
process statement has a sensitivity list, this list implicitly defines a wait statement
(see § 5.2.2).
The execution of a VHDL description consists of an initialisation phase followed by
the repetitive execution of its process statements. In each cyele, the simulator computes the values of all signals in the description. If, as a result of this computation an
event occurs on a given signaI, process statements that are sensitive to that signal will
resume and will be executed as part of the simulation cyele [LRM 88 § 12.6.3].

I

Start simulation

!

l

Execute all processes

I

Increase simulation
time

1~I:'"

~simulation

I

Figure 2.6: The simulation cyele of VHDL
The following section describes how the signals are updated, and what kind of signal
assignment and signal resolution techniques are possible in VHDL.
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SignaIs, drivers, buses and resolution functions

Communication between VHDL entities happens by means of signais. SignaIs are described by a projected output waveform. This is a list of transactions describing the future values of the signa1 by means of time-value pairs (T, v), called transactions in
[LRM 88]. The examples in this section are taken and adapted from
[Ashenden 90 § 4.1]. The container for a projected output waveform is called a driver.
A driver always contains at least one transaction. The initial contents of a driver associated with a given signal is defined by the default value associated with the signal
[LRM 88 § 9.2.1].
A driver can contain a null transaction only. Such an transaction indicates that the
driver is currently turned off (disconnected). A disconnection specification specifies
the time it takes for a driver to turn oft. An expression of the type BOOLEAN may
guard a signal; it controls whether the signal's driver is to be turned on or oft. Such a
signal is called a guarded signal. A bus is one kind of guarded signa!. A bus floats to a
user-specified value when all of its drivers are turned off [LRM 88 § 4.3.3, § 4.3.1.2,
p. B-2].
Disconnection, buses and guarded signals are available for creating a dynamic test
and simulation environment.
Signal assignments are relative to the current simulation time. The assignment
s <= '0' after 32 ns at simulation time 10 ns produces a time-value pair (l0 + 32, 0).
Figure 2.7 illustrates this.
Current time:

lOns

Signal assignment:

S

Resulting projected
waveform:

~

<= '0' after 32 ns;

n-

Figure 2.7: SimpIe signal assignment
If the simulation time reaches the time 42 ns, this transaction will be processed, and
signal 's' will be updated. If any process is sensitive to signal 's', and its new value
differs from its previous value, these processes resume execution.
It is possible to do multiple signal assignments in one signa1 assignment statement.

Figure 2.8 shows an example of such an assignment, producing a projected output
waveform with two transactions.
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Current time:

10 ns

Signal assignment:

S

Resulting projected
waveform:

<= 'I' after 4 ns,

'a'

after 8 ns;

~' ;4':H.~.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .•. ~';+~
.•t.• .•r.• .• ·. •.. 1
."X.

;0

Figure 2.8: Multiple signal assignrnents in one statement
VHDL knows two types of signal assignments. One with inertial delay, and one with
transport delay. The signal assignment statement assumes inertial delay by default, to
specify transport delay, the signal assignment must include the keyword transport.
This distinction is important when the projected output waveform of a signal is not
empty prior to a signal assignment statement. The difference between the two forms
of delay is defined as follows.
inertial delay

This form of delay is used to model devices which do not respond to input pulses shorter than their output delay.
If a signal assignment with inertial delay occurs, all transactions
with a time later than the time of the new transaction are removed. The new transaction is added. All old transactions
scheduled to occur before the new transaction are deleted up to
and including the last one with a different value than the new
transaction.

One might say that 's <= 2 after 2 ns' means "signal 's' must
have the value 2 for at least 2 ns" [Lipsett 89 p. 79].
transport delay

Transport delay is more straightforward. It specifies that a
transaction should occur after a certain amount of delay.
If a signal assignment with transport delay occurs, all transactions with a time later than the time of the new transaction are
removed.

The exact purpose of inertial delay is not clearly defined. According to
[Lipsett 89 p. 78] "Inertial delay is a little trickier to understand because its effect on
the driver of a signa I is harder to understand at first glance." which, in my view, is an
understatement. The definition of the mechanism of inertial delay found in
[Lipsett 89 p. 78], [Ashenden 90 § 4.1] and [LRM 88 § 8.3.1] are all different. This thesis uses atenser version of the definition described in [Ashenden 90], now matching
the [LRM 88] version.
Figure 2.9 shows an example of a signal assignment statement with inertial delay.
Figure 2.10 shows an example of transport delay.
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5 ns

Previous projected
waveform:

C>

Signa I assignment:

S

<= '1' after 20 ns;

Resulting projected
waveform:
Figure 2.9: Modifying an existing projected waveform, inertial delayt
Current time:

10 ns
~

Previous projected
waveform:
Signal assignment:

S

14 ns

18 ns

1

0

<= transport 'Z' after 6 ns;

··1~;:11·~!i:I~

Resulting projected
waveform:

Figure 2.10: Modifying an existing projected waveform, transport delay
VHDL allows multiple sources for a signal. Figure 2.11 shows a structural description
where this is the case. To determine the value of the resulting signaI, VHDL uses reso-

lution functions.

................. EJI

I

El

i

El

Ir

1

I

~
....i:[J
ElI

.ËJ
,-----I

F3

I

F2

\>.

EJI

This signal is driven by
multiple output ports. In
such a case aresolution
function is necessary.

Figure 2.11: The necessity of resolution functions

t

In a multiple signal assignment with inertial delay, only the first element has inertial delay. The re-

maining elements implicitly have transport delay.
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Using resolution functions it is, for example, possible to describe tri-state logic. If two
tri-state signaIs drive a given signal, the resolution function has to implement the
truth tabIe of table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Truth tabIe for tri-state logict
Input

2.4

Output

1 1
1 0

fail
fail

1 Z

o
o

1

1
0
o Z
Z 1
Z 0

fail
fail
0
1
0

Z Z

Z

The model problem

There are two parts of the VHDL model which prove to be a problem when VHDL is
used in a high-level synthesis environment. These are the VHDL execution model,
which defines the execution of processes using an event-driven mechanism, and the
signal model defining the behaviour of signais.
Both of these problems are heavily interconnected, and are inherited from the origin
of VHDL; a language for describing hardware within the context of an event-driven
simulator.
Other chapters in this thesis refer to The model problem. Actually, the model
problem is not one, but a collection of related and heavily intertwined
problems.
To be able to understand the nature of these problems, the following list gives a short
description of the two problems, and related sub-problems.
•

VHDL is event-driven, whilst the DFG is based on token flow.
Processes in VHDL are executed if one of the signals they are sensitive for
changes value. This value change is called an event. In the DFG however, nodes
and sub-graphs are executed when there is a value (called taken) available on all
their inputs.

t

'faH' in this table means an assertion failure. If more than one tri-state driver is active simultaneously, this indicates a design flaw.
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•

In VHDL, signal assignments have a time element, whilst the DFG has no notice
of time.
Signal assignments in VHDL can assign a complex projected output waveform to
a signal, determining the future behaviour of the signal. Using timing edges it is
possible to introduce a notice of time in the DFG, but this is not sufficient to handle the complex signal assignments of VHDL.

•

VHDL uses a simulation cycle. The DFG does not.
In the simulation cycle, one step is reserved to increase the simulation time, and
to recalculate the values of all signals at the moment of the new simulation time,
using the projected output waveform.

2.5

Possible solutions for the model problem

2.5.1

Describing the VHDL model in algorithms

There exist VHDL simulators. Therefore it is possible to simulate a VHDL design using an algorithmic language. It is even possible to catch the simulation cycle and the
behaviour of VHDL signals in a complex algorithmic program, which in turn is translatabie to a DFG.
Using this technique it is possible to translate any VHDL design into DFGs. However,
there will be a massive translation overhead, because the DFGs have to implement a
simulation of VHDL.
The result of this is that even a very small VHDL design will result in a massive DFG,
and therefore in a massive circuit at the end of the synthesis process. Even apart from
the fact that this technique is very difficult to implement, this approach is clearly not
usabie. Table 2.4 shows the main characteristics of this approach.
Table 2.4: Describing the VHDL model in algorithms

Advantages

Disadvantages

• No restrictions are put on the VHDL
designs.

• Even a very simple VHDL design
results in a massive DFG.

• Unchanged semantics.

• The translation overhead is very big.
• Very difficult to implement.
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Perform communications using a handshake package

Using the VHDL language construct called a package, it is possible to bundie a set of
types and subprograms. All communication between different VHDL processes has
to take place using the subprograms in this handshake package.
The communication protocol implemented by the handshake package has to be implementable by the DFG, but the package itself does not in itself have to be translatabie. This way it is still possible to simulate the VHDL design. The VHDL design is
translatabie to a DFG, because the translator recognises the handshake package, and
translates its protocol, not its contents.
Unfortunately, this technique puts many restrictions on the VHDL text. All communications normally taking place using signais, now have to use the handshake
package. This means that the usage of signals is restricted to the handshake package.
In addition this means that existing VHDL texts have to be rewritten completely before they can be translated.
Concurrent VHDL statements can only communicate using signais. As a result of
this, this method restricts the usage of concurrent statements. The subprograms in the
handshake package contains sequential statements and can itself only be called by
sequential statements. The only place, apart from a subprogram body, where sequential statements are allowed is the concurrent process statement.
This method restricts the usage of concurrent statement to process statements communicating with each other using the handshake package. Other concurrent statements are allowed only when they do not make use of signais.
Among the drawbacks of this method is the fact that it may be difficuit to test for the
presence of the (proper) handshake package.
Appendix A shows a possible handshake package, written by Jens P. Brage of the
Technical University of Denmark. Table 2.5 shows the main characteristics of the
handshake package approach.
Table 2.5: Perform communications using a handshake package

Advantages
• Easy to implement.
• Unchanged semantics.

Disadvantage
• This puts quite a restriction on the
VHDL designs.
• To be able to use them, existing VHDL
designs have to be rewritten conform
the cornrnunication protocol.
• VHDL designs need to be tested on the
presence of the handshake package.
• Restricts the usage of signals in VHDL.
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Change the ASCIS data flow graph's definition

A possible solution for the model problem is to change the definition of the ASCIS
data flow graph in such a way that it matches the signal and event behaviour of
VHDL. The new data flow graph should have new operation node types which are
level sensitive t . Furthermore, new edge types would have to be abIe to act conform
the behaviour of signals in VHDL (see § 2.3.2).
Using these new node and edge types it is possible to get the same behaviour as the
simulation cycle of VHDL. But the new edge type specifically causes this new graph
definition to differ from the definition of a data flow graph: within the signal model
of VHDL, it is possible to delete events (see § 2.3.2 figure 2.9) which is impossible in a
true data flow graph.
The ASCIS data flow graph is a standard definition and a true data flow graph. It is
unwise to change its definition weakening its data flow graph nature. In addition the
new node types sensitive to events would confuse people writing tools that use the
ASCIS data flow graph, and would make these tools more difficult -if not impossible- to write.
Jens Brage uses a data flow graph definition which differs from the ASCIS data flow
graph, and which is able to detect events to be able to translate his VHDL subset
Pro c VHD L into data flow graphs [Brage 91] (see also § 3.4).
Table 2.6 shows the main characteristics of the new data flow graph approach.
Table 2.6: Change the ASCIS data flow graph's definition

Advantages

t

Disadvantages

• No restrictions are put on the VHDL
designs.

• The ASCIS data flow graph standard
has to change.

• Unchanged semantics.

• All existing tools using the ASCIS data
flow graph have to be rewritten.

These nodes also need to remember the last token sent on each input port. These values are required
if the node is to execute when an event occurs on one of its inputs.
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Act as if VHDL uses token flow

This approach simply ignores the model problem. It treats signals the same as variables; a signal assignment would be the same as a variabie assignment, and timing information in signal assignments are ignored.
This approach has one main disadvantage: the translator changes the behaviour of
the VHDL design. If the VHDL design is simulated using a VHDL simulation tooI, its
behaviour would differ from that of its DFG translation.
This change of behaviour is unacceptable, it causes many problems, and eliminates
the advantage of using VHDL: the availability of simulators and other tools.
Unfortunately, this approach is used by a lot of synthesis tools available at the moment. Mainly because VHDL inherits its event driven model from it originally being
a low level hardware description language, which is taken as an excuse to change the
semantics of VHDL when it is used for high-level synthesis. Table 2.7 shows the main
characteristics of this approach.
Table 2.7: Act as if VHDL uses token flow

Advantages
• Extremely easy to implement.
• No restrictions are put on the VHDL
designs.

2.5.5

Disadvantage
• Changed semantics: The behaviour of
the VHDL design, if sirnulated, differs
from the behaviour of the resulting
DFG.

Realise token flow with VHDL

It is possible to implement data flow graphs in VHDL [Madsen 90]. Using similar

techniques it is possible to implement the ASCIS data flow graph in VHDL.
The VHDL source now represents the DFG itself; translating from the VHDL source
to the DFG now solely consists of recognising the DFG modelled in VHDL. Simulating the VHDL source using a VHDL simulation tooI actually means simulating a data
flow graph.
Although this method introduces a way to simulate data flow graphs, it also lowers
the description level of the design. Our goal is to use VHDL as a high-level synthesis
language, a level at which algorithms specify the design. Using VHDL as a tooI to
specify the data flow graph itself eliminates this level of abstraction.
This approach is c1early not usabie for high level synthesis. It could however be useful in other areas, especially as an easy approach to a DFG simulator. Easy, because
[Madsen 90] describes this method in detail.
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Table 2.8 shows the main characteristics of this approach.
Table 2.8: Realise token flow with VHDL

Advantages
• VHDL, now represents the DFG.
• Simulating the VHDL souree means
simulating the DFG.

Disadvantage
• To be able to use them, existing VHDL
designs have to be rewritten
completely.
• VHDL is not used as VHDL, but as a
framework to represent the DFG.

2.6

Conclusions

This chapter explains the origin of VHDL, the structure of a VHDL design, and the
underlying model of VHDL. The underlying model is dividable in an execution
model (the simulation cycle and event sensitivity) and the signal model. This chapter
introduces the model problem, and tries to find solutions to this problem.
The following list provides the conclusions to the contents of this chapter:
•

The fact that VHDL originally is a language for describing and simulating hardware and the fact that the underlying model of VHDL reflects this origin, pose
many problems when VHDL is to be used as a high-level synthesis language.

•

It is impossible to disconnect VHDL from its underlying model because VHDL is

linked with simulation, and the behaviour of a VHDL simulator is based on the
same underlying model.
•

To be able to use VHDL as a high-level synthesis language for the ES silicon
compiler, a solution has to be found for the model problem: the differences between the underlying model of VHDL, and the underlying model of the ASCIS
data flow graph.

•

At the moment there is no satisfying solution for the model problem, but it is not
said that this problem can not be solved.
Because the future may hold a solution to the model problem, the remainder
of this thesis ignores the model problem, but issues warnings with subjects
for which ignoring the model problem is dangerous.
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VHDL as a High-level
Synthesis Language
This chapter discusses the suitability of VHDL for high-level synthesis in general. It
does not define an actual subset of VHDL for usage within the ES silicon compiler.
Section 3.1 serves as an introduction to the contents of this chapter, section 3.2 and
section 3.3 discuss VHDL as a high-level synthesis language, section 3.4 presents
ProcVHDL, an existing high-level synthesis subset of VHDL, and finally section 3.5
contains the conclusions to this chapter.

3.1

Introduction

Chapter 2, preceding this chapter, explains the model problem. The result of the
model problem is that it is currently impossible to translate the model of VHDL into
the ASCIS data flow graph.
This chapter does not look at the translation from VHDL to the ASCIS data flow
graph. Instead, it looks at problems that arise when using VHDL as a high-level synthesis language, independent of which target language is used.

3.2

Which parts of VHDL are not suitable for HLS?

There are a couple of reasons why it is impossible or pointless to use certain parts of
VHDL for high-level synthesis. The following list describes these parts:
•

VHDL constructs which depend solely on the simulation facilities of VHDL.
Generally, high-level synthesis is unable to cope with such operations. It is for
instance impossible to synthesise file operations that produce debugging output
in the (simulated) VHDL design.

•

VHDL constructs which have no high-level synthesis equivalent.
VHDL contains constructions that generally have no high-level synthesis equivalent. Dynamic memory and recursive subprograms are examples of this.
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•

VHDL timing constraints in signal assignments
High-level synthesis often performs many kinds of optimisation on a design.
Also present in high-level synthesis is the scheduling phase, where operations
are scheduled in time. This makes the usage of time parameters in VHDL
questionablef.

Table 3.1lists VHDL constructs falling in the above mentioned categories. This list is
not absolute, and may be longer or shorter for specific synthesis systems.
Table 3.1: VHDL constructs not usabie for HLS in general
VHDL construct

[LRM 88]
reference

Remarks

file declaration and file operations

§ 4.3.2

The file type exists for
debugging purposes. It has no
HLS significanee.

memory allocators and
the access data type
(concurrent) assert statement

§ 7.3.6

Alloeators implement dynamie
memory, for whieh there is no
J-:ILS eql.1Îvalent .
Assertion statements exist for
debugging purposes. They do
.no.thave a.nYJ-:ILS significanee:
The target hardware usually
has limlted memory.

unlimited subprogram recursion
others

§ 9.4, § 8.2

Complex data types,
time eonstraints, .,.

This list does not include the model problem. Although most high-level synthesis
systems based on a data flow graph experience this problem, it is not the nature of
high-level synthesis that causes the model problem.

3.3

Suggested structure of a VHDL design for HLS

A designer using a high-level synthesis tooI specifies a design using algorithms. If the
designer uses structural descriptions, this usually is to partition the design into
smaller parts, not to specify low-Ievel components.
A design entity of VHDL can specify algorithms using process statements containing
sequentiaI statements, and structure using component instantiations and their port
bindings.
The configuration specification binds component instantiations to existing design entities. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the usage of both behavioural and structural
description methods in a VHDL design.
t

Time parameters in signal assignments are necessary to be able to simulate a VHDL design using a
VHDL simulator.
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Figure 3.1: Partitioning a VHDL design
The basic building blocks are design entities containing behavioural descriptions.
Configuration specifications bind these to components. These components can be
used one or more times in a structural description to build more complex designs.

3.4

ProcVHDL

Jens Brage is the author of a HLS subset of VHDL called ProcVHDL. ProcVHDL is a
procedural subset of VHDL for input to high-level synthesis tools [Brage 91].
Pro c VHD L is based on a specific high-level synthesis system under development in
the Design Automation Group at the Technical University of Denmark.
The structure of a design in Pro c VHD L is similar to the structure described in section3.3. Table3.2lists parts ofVHDL that are not available in ProcVHDL. More information on ProcVHDL and its usage is available in [Brage 91] and [ASCIS 92].
ProcVHDL is not the only HLS subset of VHDL. Most institutes that try to use VHDL

invent their own subsets, either or not for usage in HLS environments. However
Pro c VHD L is the only subset that we thought would be suitable for the ES silicon
compiler at the time this project started and we were not yet aware of the model
problem.
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Table 3.2: VHDL constructs not available in ProcVHDL

Not allowed in ProcVHDL
configuration declaration
passive entity statements
generics
declaration of new attributes
process sensitivity lists
timing specifications
access and file support
types other than enumerated and integer types
array support
operator overloading
bus, register and inout declarations
resolution functions
type conversions
alias support

3.5

Conclusions

This chapter discusses the usage of VHDL as a high-level synthesis language in general. Specific translation problems linked with the ES silicon compiler are left out of
this chapter.
The following list provides the conclusions to the contents of this chapter:
•

In general it is not possible to use VHDL as a high-level synthesis language, unless its usage is restricted; the language contains constructs not suitable for highlevel synthesis.

•

The target high-level synthesis system dictates which parts of VHDL can and can
not be used.

•

ProcVHDL is a subset of VHDL suitable for high-level synthesis. The choice of this

subset is based on a hardware modelt.

t

Because of this, it is not possible to use Pro c VHD L as a VHDL subset suitable for the ES silicon
compiler.
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Translation Decisions
This chapter covers some questions concerning the translation of VHDL statements
into their DFG equivalents. Which specific translation decisions are taken depends
upon the nature of the source language, the target language and on the translation's
context.
Section 4.1 introduces some questions regarding translation. Section 4.2 addresses
questions on the literalness of translation. Section 4.3 addresses parts of VHDL that
are not translatabie due to the nature of the ASCIS data flow graph.

4.1

Some questions on the subj eet of translation

When translating one language into another language, several translation decisions
are possible. The following list shows some questions leading to these translation
decisions:
CD

Should the translator perform optimisations?

@

Should the translator rewrite the source code if its structure is bad?

@

Can the target language induce obligatory pre-processing of the source code, and
if so, should the translator perform this pre-processing?

®

Is it possible to translate all statements?

The answers to these and other questions depend upon the context of the translation
and the nature of both the source and the target language.
The context -in this case- is a front end of high-level synthesis, the source language
is VHDL, and the target language is the ASCIS data flow graph.
The next four sections address these four points, not necessarily in the order in which
they appear here.
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4.2

Literalness of the translation

Question (1) is whether or not to optimise. In some cases it is very tempting not to
translate literally. For example if the source text would contain a phrase like
x := a + 6 * 7 a logical decision would be to optimise+ this into x := a + 42, thus eliminating a multiplication. Figure 1.2 of section 1.1 shows an overview of the high-level
synthesis part of the ES silicon compiler. The system performs its tasks (module generation, preselection, optimisation, scheduling, ... ) on the data flow graph. Optimisation is also performed at this level. The translation of the source text into a DFG
should be as literal as possible, later stages perform a variety of optimisations on the
DFG.
Question @ also is about optimisation but on a different level. This too can be solved
elsewhere in the synthesis system and should not be performed by the translator.

4.3

Restrictions imposed by the data flow graph

4.3.1

Escape-statements

A "restriction" of DFGs is their inability to model a goto-style data flow. This makes it
impossible to directly translate VHDL statements that have a goto-style execution
flow, for such a program flow induces a goto-style data flow.
Some of VHDL's sequentia I statements that can have a goto-style execution flow are
the escape-statements next, exit and return.
The mentioned escape-statements can not be translated directly. An escape-statement
jumps to the point just beyond the expression being escaped from [Veen 85 p. 51,
p. 78]. It is however possible to pre-process these statements into statements with a
normal data flow. Take for example the following loop statement of figure 4.1. In this
example a conditional exit statement acts as an escape out of the loop.
while a < 10 loop
statements1;
if b > 10 then

jump
Figure 4.1: A VHDL while loop with an escape-statement

+

This method of optimisation is called constant propagation.
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Using a flow-control variabie (called pseudo-variable in [Veen 85 p. 79]) it is possible to
rewrite this code into code with a normal execution flow. The exit statement is implemented by making the while condition and the statements following the exit statement conditional t . The flow-control variabie is called flagl in this example; code
changes are marked by a darker background:

• Îwhile~;~~@nl
II~ • ;' __ ~I~ • • .
(a < 10) loop
statementsI;
if b > 10 then

;nll~.~I.I~~~I'~:
.

end if ..
.......... L

...

î~\I~I$.~lgl

statements2;
111,1,~}

en.dloop;

Figure 4.2: Pre-processed version of the while loop from figure 4.1
The flag is set to TRUE for as long as the loop is allowed to execute. Setting the flag to
FAL5E will exit the loop, not executing statements2, the statements following the
original exit statement. In [Veen 85 p. 79] the flag's polarity has an inverse meaning,
which may be more logical, but is less legible. (More on this method of loop control is
found in section 5.3.4, which treats the loop statement.)
The above means that such statements can be translated, but in order to do this the
original source code has to be rewritten slightly. In [ASCIS 92 § 3.0.3] I suggested that
occurrences of statements "with a goto-style data flow" should be forbidden.
My current view however is that these statements should be allowed. Escape-statements are hardly used for high-level synthesis, and if such a statement is used the
translator should give a warning that the translation will introduce a flow-control
variabie.

4.3.2

Event-driven statements

Chapter 2 defines the model problem, which explains in which way the model of the
ASCIS data flow graph differs much from the underlying model of VHDL. Because of
the model problem it is impossible to translate VHDL statements that rely on the behaviour of signais, the detection of events, or the simulation cycle of VHDL.

t

In this example, the if flag! then can be replaced by an else statement. This is generally not the case,
because the exit statement does not always occur within an if statement.
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Side-effects

Another translation problem is caused by side-effects. Side-effects are changes in
global variables made by called subprograms. VHDL does not support global variables between different (concurrent) processes [Lipsett 89 p. 69]. It is possible, however, to access a variabie declared in a process or subprogram from within another
subprogram, if that subprogram is declared within the same declarative region as the
variabie [LRM 88 § 10.2]. The solution to this problem is to add the global variabie referred to by the procedure subprogram to its formal parameters (see also § 6.2.5 on
the sequential procedure call).
There are two kinds of subprograms: procedure subprograms and function subprograms. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a nested procedure declaration. The scope of
all variables declared before the nested procedure subprogram reaches within that
procedure subprogram.
procedure proc_name1 ( ... ) is
variabIe var_name: vactype;
procedure proc_name2 ( ... ) is
begin
-- This procedure can access variabIe vacname
The scope of the
declaration of
variabIe var_name.

end proc_name2;
begin
end proc_name1;

Figure 4.3: The scope of a variabie declaration
Side-effects caused by function subprograms cause similar problems. The difference
between procedure and function subprograms is that the latter may be present in expressions, causing the above mentioned pre-processing to be insufficient. Section 7.2
treats the pre-processing necessary in this case.
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4.3.4

Statements without data transfer

Statements without any data transfer can not be translated into a data flow graph.
There are two ways to create (sequential) statements without data transfer in VHDL.
CD

Create a VHDL procedure subprogram without a parameter list. When this procedure is called, no data transfer takes place, and the resulting VHDL is not
translatabIe into a DFG (see also § 6.2.5 on the procedure call).

@

The VHDL null statement has no data transfer. It is usually safe to ignore the
null statement completely. Sometimes, however, more statements must be ignored, when a statement contains nun statement(s) only.
Figure 4.4 illustrates this. The only statement in the while loop is a nun statement. Thus the while loop is actually a nun statement. Therefore the only statements within the if statement are nun statements, and the complete if statement
has to be ignored (see also § 6.2.10 on the nun statement).
if condition
then
nun;
else
while TRUE loop
nun;
end loop;
end if;

Figure 4.4: Alegal VHDL example without any data transfer
It is unlikely that constructs in the style of figure 4.4 occur within VHDL designs for
silicon compilation. Nevertheless the VHDL language allows them.

4.4

Conclusions

To conclude this chapter, the list of questions from the beginning of this chapter is repeated here, together with their answers.
CD

Should the translator perform optimisations?
No. Most optimisations are performed at a later stage, and the translation should
be as literal as possible.
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Should the translator rewrite the source code if its structure is bad?
No. See the answer to CD.

@

Can the target language induce obligatory pre-processing of the source code, and
if so, should the translator perform this pre-processing?
Yes. Many of VHDL's sequential statements can not be translated unless same
pre-processing is performed.

@

Is it possible to translate all statements?
No. Statements without data transfer and statements depending on the eventdriven model of VHDL can not be translated.
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Chapter 5
The Trans/ation of
Concurrent Statements
This chapter addresses the translation of VHDL concurrent statements into ASCrS data
flow graphs. Most of these statements can not be translated into DFGs because of the
model problem: the difference between the underlying model of VHDL and the
model of the ASCrS data flow graph (see chapter 2).
Section 5.1 presents an overview of VHDL's concurrent statements. Section 5.2 presents the actual translations of the statements. Section 5.3 contains the conclusions to
this chapter.

5.1

Overview

Concurrent statements in VHDL are used to define interconnected blocks and processes that jointly describe the overall behaviour or structure of a design. Concurrent
statements execute asynchronously with respect to each other [LRM 88 § 9], hence
their name. The following sequential statements are defined:
Block statement
Process statement
Concurrent procedure call
Concurrent assertion statement

Concurrent signal assignment statement
Component instantiation statement
Generate statement

Within VHDL, concurrent statements are allowed within the following language
constructs:
Architecture body
Block statement

Entity declarationt
Generate statement

There is only one VHDL concurrent statement, the process statement, which can contain sequential statements.

t

Onlya select number of concurrent statements are allowed in the statement part of an entity declaration [LRM 88 § 1.1.3].
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The grammar rules used to illustrate the syntax of VHDL statements in this
thesis are the same as those used in [LRM 88]. Briefly:
I
x

5.2

or
terminal character

[]
{}

zero or one time
one or more times

Translation techniques

This section discusses the translation techniques for the concurrent statements of
VHDL. Chapter 2 defines the model problem, which explains why it is impossible to
translate VHDL signals and other constructs based on the event-driven model of
VHDL into the ASCIS data flow graph format. Because it might be possible that a
solution to this problem will be available in the future, the following assumption is
made in the remainder of this chapter:
To be able to demonstrate the translation of VHDL's concurrent statements,
the assumption is made that signais, signal assignments and event sensitivity can be translated into ASCIS data flow graphs.

5.2.1

The block statement

block_statement ::=
block_label :
block [ (guard_expression) ]

block_header
block_declarative_part
begin
block_statemenCpart
end block [ block_label ] ;

block_header ::=
[ generic_clause
[ generîc_map_aspect; ] ]
[ porCclause
[porCmap_aspect;] ]
block_declarative_part ::=
{block_declarative_item}
block_statemenCpart ::=
{concurrenCstatement }

A bloek statement defines an intemal block representing a portlon of a design.
Blocks may be hierarchically nested to support design decomposition. If a guard
expression appears after the reserved word bloek. then a signal with the simple
name GUARD of predefined type BDDLEAN is implicitly declared at the beginning of the declarative part of the bloek. and the guard expression defines the
value of that signal at any given time [LRM 88 § 9.11.
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The VHDL block statement provides a means to set off a part of a design by labelling
it and enclosing it in syntactic brackets (block and end bloek). In the simplest case,
these brackets have no effect whatsoever on the meaning or interpretation of the
model in which they appear. However, the block statement mayalso have a declarative part, which may define ports and generics of the block by providing a port interface and/ or a generic interface list. [Lipsett 89 p. 158].
Next to these declarations a block statement mayalso have a guard expression. This
expression declares, and gives a value to, an implicitly declared signal with the name
GUARD which may be used (but not driven) in the entire declarative region of the
block statement. This signal is used to control guarded signal assignment statements
(see § 5.2.5).
In other words: the block statement groups one or more concurrent statements, and
may place these in a context providing an interface to this group.
At the moment there is no way to implement VHDL signals and common signaIs in
the DFG (see chapter 2). The details of the block statement's translation however depend on the translation of signais, because the concurrent blocks in the block statement can communicate using (global) signaIs; the concurrent statements grouped in
the block statement can not share global variables (see table 5.1), but global signals
are allowed. The GUARD signal is such agiobal signal.
Table 5.1: Declarations available in the block statement

. . . . . . . . . . . ·.· .· . ·.· . ·.·. . ···.·.·................1îl!ml~atIBlln~·.· . ·

Basic declarations

i
'•..

type declaration
subtype declaration <Î11
constant declaration ÎII
file declaration
alias declaration
subprogram declaration
use clause

Other declarations

••••

i

signal declaration
subprogram body
attribute declaration ............
attribute specification i.
disconnection specification
component declaration
•••••
configuration specification •••••
variabie declaration

•••

allowedM{
not allowedLL
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Figure 5.1 shows the general idea of the DFG translation of the block statement; the
concurrent statements within the block statement are translated into parallel data
flow graphs.

block_label:
block
begin
conc_statement1;
conc_statement2;

_I

C

conc_statementN;
end block block_label;

Figure 5.1: General translation of the block statement

5.2.2

The process statement

process_statement ::=
[ process_label ]
process [ ( sensitivity_list) ]
process_declarative_part
begin
process_statement_part
end process [ process_label ] ;

process_declarative_part ::=
{process_declarative_item }
process_statemenCpart ::=
{sequentiaCstatement }

A process statement defines an independent sequential process representing the
behaviour of some portion of the design. If a sensitivity list appears following the
reserved word process, then the process statement is assumed to contain an
implicit walt statement as the last statement of the process statement part of
the form "walt on sensitivity_list".
The execution of a process statement consists of the repetitive execution of lts
sequence of statements [LRM 88 § 9.2].

The process statement contains a behavioural description of sequentiaI statements,
and defines a declaration context for these statements. A process executes repetitively; after executing the last statement of a process, execution will immediately continue at the first statement of the sequence of statements.
The execution of the process statement is controllabie by the wait statement
(see § 6.2.9). If the process has a sensitivity list, this list implicitly declares a wait
statement as the last statement of the process statement. Figure 5.2 illustrates this.
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process_Iabel:
process
declarations;
begin
statements;
wait on sensitivity_list;
end process process_Iabel;

process_Iabel:
process (sensitivity_list)
declarations;
begin
statements;
end process process_Iabel;

Figure 5.2: Pre-processing the process statement with a sensitivity list
The process statement provides a bridge between the concurrent and the sequential
description levels [Lipsett 89 p. 65]. The process statement inherits the declarations
made in its context, and the declaration part of the process statement may declare
variables for use by the sequential statements in its body. Table 5.2 shows the other
declarations that are available in the declaration part of the process statement.

Table 5.2: Declarations available in the process statement

11111111~1~~mll~
Basic declarations
type declaration
subtype declaration
constant declaration
file declaration
alias declaration
subprogram declaration
use clause

Other declarations

I•••

•
lil

I
i

signal declaration
subprogram body
attribute declaration
attribute specification
disconnection specification
component declaration
configuration specification
variabIe declaration
To translate a process statement into a DFG, it is necessary to translate the sequentiaI
statements in its body first. Chapter 6 treats the translation of VHDL's sequential
statements. The translation of these sequential statements produces a data flow
graph.
According to the definition of the process statement, this DFG has to execute continuously. The solution to this problem seems obvious; if statements have to be executed
continuously, place these statements in an endless while loop, as in figure 5.3.
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statements;

infinite_loop:
while TRUE loop
statements;
end loop infinite_loop;

Figure 5.3: Putting statements in an eternalloop
This while loop can only be translated if there is data flow from outside the while
loop to the sequential statements inside the while loop's body. If this is not the case,
the while loop defines a statement without data transfer (see § 4.3.4), and the while
loop can not be translated using the translation technique described in section 6.2.3.
Not taking signais, for which there is currently no DFG translation possible, into account as contributing to data flow, there are two possibilities. Both possibilities require a different approach:
CD

The declarative part of the process statement declares variables, which are used
by the sequential statements in the statement part of the process.

@

No variables are used by the sequentia1 statements in the statement part of the
process, which happens for instance when the statements only use signais.

Possibility CD does not introduce any problems. Fortunately, variables in VHDL are
always initialised [LRM 88 § 4.3.1.3]. This initialisation is done prior to the execution
of the process statement, and therefore outside of the implicit while TRUE loop. This
means that there is data flow into the loop, and the implicit while loop can be translated as described in section 6.2.3.

,,,
I
I
I

,

'oQ.

statements

:

0-~

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

_______ .JI

Figure 5.4: Repeated execution of a DFG
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Possibility @ causes more problems. In the conventional DFG model described in
[Eijndhoven 91] it is possible to make a DFG repeat only by acting as if there were
data flow between the in and the out nodes. Figure 5.4 shows an example of this. Because this method is not really clean, a value node is recently proposed for incorporation in the ASCIS data flow graph standard.
The value node has one input and one output. It consumes tokens arriving at its input, and outputs them again one cycle-step later. The output edge of the value node
initially contains a token. Using this node the way figure 5.5 shows, it is possible to
execute a DFG continuously.

Thisedge
of the value
node initially
holds a token.

statements

Figure 5.5: Repeated execution of a DFG, part 11
The concurrent process statement and the sequential wait statement are closely intertwined. If a process uses signals and is sensitive to them by means of a wait statement (either explicitly, or implicitly using a sensitivity list) then its continuous execution can be interrupted. Figure 5.6 shows the life cycle of a single process statement
(see § 2.3.1).
At the moment of writing, there still is no reasonable solution to this problem. Chapter 2 lists a number of possible approaches, none of which are real solutions. The
problem is not that of making a process run continuously, the main problem for the
translation of the process statement is the execution model of VHDL.
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y

execution of the
process ' sequential
statements
~

resuming of the
process

wait

C~n~itiOn(S)

wait
statement

()

are me~ \

SUsp~:ion

ofthe

pro7~

calculation of
new current
signal values

CID

increment of the
current simulation
time

C)
wait condition(s)
are not met

Figure 5.6: The life cycle of a single process

5.2.3

The concurrent procedure call

concurrent_procedure_call ::=
[ label: ] procedure_call_statement
A concurrent procedure caU represents a process statement containing the corresponding sequential procedure caU, foUowed by a walt statement.
If there exists a primary that denotes a signal in the actual part of any associa-

tion element in the concurrent procedure caU, and that signal is associated with
a formal parameter of mode In or lnout. then the equivalent process statement
includes a final walt statement with a sensitivity clause that contains the longest
static prefix of each signal name appearing as a primary in an actual part and
associated with such a formal parameter; otherwise. the equivalent process
statement contains a final walt statement that has no explicit sensitivity clause.
condition clause, or time-out clause [LRM 88 § 9.3].

This brilliant quote from the VHDL language reference manual states that it is
possible to rewrite the concurrent procedure caU into a process statement. The
introduced wait statement allows the procedure to be called without having it loop
continuously; the concurrent procedure call is sensitive to its incoming signais.
Figure 5.7 illustrates this:

THE TRANSLATION Of CONCURRENT STATEMENTS

proc_name (parameter_list);

conc_proc_call:
process
begin
proc_name (parameteclist);
wait on sensitivity signals of parameter_list;
end process conc_proc_call;

:>

1_----____
1
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Figure 5.7: Pre-processing the concurrent procedure call
After this pre-processing, the remaining statements are a process statement
(see § 5.2.2), a sequential procedure call (see § 6.2.5) and a wait statement (see § 6.2.9).

5.2.4

The concurrent assert statement

concurrent_assertion_statement ::=
[ label: ] assertion_statement
A concurrent assert statement represents a passive process statement containing the specified assertion statement [LRM 88 § 9.4).

The concurrent assert statement is equivalent to a single process statement without a
declarative part, and with no sensitivity list. This process statement contains two sequential statements: the assert statement, and a wait statement. This wait statement
is sensitive to the signals used in the assert condition. If no signaIs are used, the wait
statement has no explicit sensitivity clause, condition clause, or time-out clause. Figure 5.8 illustrates this:

asserelabel:
assert condition
report expression
severity expression;

assert_label:
process
assert condition
report expression
severity expression;
wait on sensitivity signals of the condition ;
end process assert_label;

Figure 5.8: Pre-processing the concurrent assert statement
The remaining statements are a process statement (see § 5.2.2), a sequential assert
statement (see § 6.2.8) and a wait statement (see § 6.2.9).
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5.2.5

The concurrent signal assignment statement

concurrenCsignaLassignmenCstatement ::=
[ label: ] conditional_signal_assignment
I [label:] selected_signaLassignment
conditional_signal_assignment ::=
target <= options conditional_waveforms;
conditionaLwaveforms ::=
{ waveform when condition else }
waveform
selected_signaLassignment ::=
with expression select
target <= options selected_waveforms ;
selected_waveforms ::=
{ waveform when choices,}
waveform when choices
options ::= [ guarded ] [ transport]
There are two forms of the concurrent signal assignment statement. Each form
may include one or both of the two options guarded and transport. The option
guarded specifies that the signal assignment statement is executed when a signal GUARD changes from FALSE to TRUE. or when that signal has been TRUE
and an event occurs on one of its inputs. The option transport specifies that the
signal assignment has transport delay [LRM 88 § 9.5].
The signal GUARD may be one of the implicitly declared GUARD signals associated with block statements that have guard expressions. or it may be an explicitly declared signaloftype BOOLEAN [LRM 88 § 9.5].

Both types of concurrent signal assignment are equivalent to a single process statement. If the original concurrent signal assignment statement has a label, the process
statement receives the same label. The body of the process statement contains signal
assignment statements, whose form depends on the form of the concurrent signa1assignment statement. The following list shows how to construct the body of the
process statement.
Q)

If the concurrent signal assignment statement has the transport option, all signal
assignment statements in the process' body must also bear this option.

@

If the concurrent signal assignment statement has the guard option (is a guarded
assignment), the signa I assignment statement in the body of the process statement
must be conditional on this GUARD.
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@

If the target of the concurrent signal assignment statement as weIl as the concurrent signaI assignment itself are guarded assignments, then the signal assignment statement in the body of the process statement must be conditional on this
GUARD, containing disconnection statements in its else part.

®

If the concurrent signal assignment statement is guarded, or if any of the expressions refers to a signal, then the process statement's last statement is a wait
statement sensitive to those signais. Otherwise its last statement is a wait statement that has no explicit sensitivity clause, condition clause or time-out clause.

In a conditional concurrent signal assignment statement, the signal assignment in the
equivalent process statement is included in an if statement. Figure 5.9 shows an example of the pre-processing of a conditional concurrent signal assignment statement
without guarded signais:

assignment_Iabel:
target <= options
waveform1 when condition1 else
waveform2 when condition2 else
waveformN;

assignmenClabel:
process
if condition1 then
target <= waveform1;
elsif condition2 then
target <= waveform2;
else
target <= waveformN;
end if;
wait on sensitivety signals of the
waveform expressions ;
end process assignmenClabel;

Figure 5.9: Pre-processing the conditional concurrent signal assignment statement
The selected concurrent signal assignment statement is much alike the conditional
concurrent signal assignment statement except for the fact that the former results in a
process statement containing a case statement. Figure 5.10 shows the pre-processing
of a selected concurrent signal assignment statement without guarded signais.
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assignment_Iabel:
with expression select
target <= options
waveform1 when choice1,
waveform2 when choice2,
waveformN when choiceN;

assignment_Iabel:
process
case expression is
when choice1 =>
target <= waveform1;
when choice2 =>
target <= waveform2;

I)

when choiceN =>
target <= waveformN;
end case;
wait on sensitivity signals of the

waveforms and the
expresswn;
end process assignment_Iabel;
Figure 5.10: Pre-processing the selected concurrent signal assignment statement

If the options of the original signal assignment of figure 5.9 and figure 5.10 include
the reserved word transport, then all signal assignments in the pre-processed version
must also include the word transport.

The remaining statements are a process statement (see § 5.2.2), sequential signal assignment statements (see § 6.2.6), an if statement (see § 6.2.1), a case statement
(see § 6.2.2) and a wait statement (see § 6.2.9).

5.2.6

The component instantiation statement

component_instantiation_statement ::=
instantiation_label :
component _name
[generic_map_aspect]
[port_map_aspect] ;
A component instantiation statement defines a sub-component of the design entity in which it appears and associates signals with the ports of that sub-component. This sub-component is one instance of a class of components defined by a
corresponding component declaration [LRM 88 § 9.6].

Using a component instantiation, it is possible to make a design more structura1. A
configuration specification [LRM 88 § 5.2] binds component instantiations to existing
design entities.
A component instantiation is comparable to a procedure call in an algorithmic language, but VHDL treats it more like a macro definition:
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A component instantiation statement is equivalent to a pair of nested bloek
statements that couple the .bloek hierarchy in the containing design unit to a
unique copy of the bloek hierarchy contained in another design unit (i.e., the
sub-component). The outer bloek represents the component declaration; the inner bloek represents the design entity to which the component is bound
[LRM 88 § 9.6.1].

In other words, pre-processing a component instantiation yields a block statement
consisting of the port declaration of the component declaration, the port map of the
configuration specification binding the component declaration to a design entity, and
a block statement representing that design entity.

component And2 - - - - port (in1, in2: in Bit;
0: out Bit);
for Lib: And2 use
entity _And2CAnd2_Behaviour)
port map (_in1 => in1,
_in2 => in2,
- 0=> 0)',

entity _And2 is
port Cin1, _in2: in Bit;
_0: out Bit);
constant Delay: Time := 0.1 ms;
begin

-- assertion statements ij
-- necessary
end_And2;
architecture _And2_Behaviour of _And2 is
begin
_0 <= _in1 and _in2 after Delay;
end _And2_Behaviour;
Figure 5.11: Binding a component declaration to a design entity
An instantiation of the And2 component of figure 5.11 will result in the block statement of figure 5.12. The innermost block statement of the result contains the concurrent statements from the statement part of the design entity's entity declaration and
its architecture body.
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Ub: And2
port map (A => in1,
B=>in2,
C => 0);

A
y

Ub:
block
port (in1, in2: in Bit;
0: out Bit);
port map (in1 => A,
in2 => B,
0=> C);
begin
_And2:
block
port Cin1, _in2: in Bit;
_0: out Bit);
port map Lin1 => in1,
_in2 => in2,
_0 => 0);

constant Delay: Time = 0.1 ms;
begin

-- entity statements:
-- none in this example
-- architecture statements:
_0 <= _in1 and _in2 after Delay;
end block _And2;
end block Ub;

Figure 5.12: Pre-processing a component instantiation
The remaining statements are a block statement (see § 5.2.1) and the statements of the
design entity the component is associated with. The port maps are connections of
signals with other signals and pose no translation difficultiest .

5.2.7

The generate statement

generate_statement ::=

generate_label :
generation_scheme generate
{concurrent_statement}
end generate [ generate_label ] ;

generation_scheme ::=
for generate_parameter_specification
I if condition

A generate statement provides a mechanism for interactive or conditional elaboration of a portion of a description [LRM 88 § 9.7).
Elaboration of a generate statement consists of the replacement of the generate
statement with zero or more copies of a block statement whose statement part
consists of the concurrent statements contained within the generate statement
[LRM 88 § 12.4.2J.

t

The actual treatment of ports and port maps depends on the way signals are handled. At the moment, this problem is still unsolved.
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A generate statement provides a way to facilitate the description of regular structures, such as arrays of blocks, component instantiations or processes. This is possibIe in two different ways:
(î)

The generate statement may capture part of a design in a for generation scheme.
The generate parameter implicitly created by the for generation scheme is a constant object, that can be used, but not assigned too, in the body of the generate
statement.

@

The generate statement may make a portion of a design conditional by placing it
in an if statement.

Interpretation of the generate statement takes place during the elaboration of a design. The generate statement is the VHDL equivalent of macros, which are available
in most programming languages. Figure 5.13 shows an example of the generate
statement, taken from [Lipsett 89 p. 125].
The VHDL language reference manual [LRM 88 § 12.4.2] defines the elaboration of
the generate statement in the following way. A generate statement with a for generation scheme generates one block statement for each value in the range. A generate
statement with an if generation scheme, generates one block statement if the condition holds.
entity InverC8 is
15'
port ( Inputs: BiCvector (1 to 8);
Outputs: out BiCvector (1 to 8));
end InverC8;

This defines the port
interface to this design:
an eight-bit inverter.

The 8-bit inverter is

built with this
architecture InverC8 of InverC8 is
component: a I-bit
component Inverter
<J
.
inverter.
port (11: Bit; 01: out Bit);
end component;
begin
This construction
generates 8 inverters and
InverC8_bits:
connects them with the 8
t>
for I in 1 to 8 generate
in- and outputs.
Inv: Inverter port map (Inputs (1), Outputs (I));
....
end generate;
\>....
end InverC8;
.

Figure 5.13: Usage of the generate statement
The translator can process (or actually interpret) the generate at compile-time. The
resulting VHDL code consists of block statements (see § 5.2.1), and the original concurrent statements from the statement part of the original generate statement.
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Conclusions

The three most important concurrent statements are the block statement, the process
statement (in combination with the sequential wait statement) and the concurrent
signal assignment. These three statements pose true translation problems.
The other concurrent statements of VHDL are pre-processable into other statements.
The following list shows the translatability of VHDL's concurrent statements:
•

If the model problem is ignored, the block statement translates into a series of
parallel DFGs. If the model problem is not ignored, the block statement can not
be translated if there is signal communication between two or more concurrent
statements within the block statement.

•

The concurrent procedure call, the concurrent assert statement, the concurrent
signal assignment statements, translate into a process statement, a wait statement and one or more sequentiaI statements.

•

The component instantiation statement expands into block statements, containing the statements of the design entity the component is associated with.

•

The generate statement is expandable at compile-time.

•

The process statement can not be translated yet because there is no solution to
the model problem.

Table 5.3 and table 5.4 give an overview of the translatability of VHDL's concurrent
statements per statement, and in relation to the solution of other translatability
problems.
Table 5.3: The translatability of VHDL concurrent statements
Concurrent
Statement

Translatabie
into a DFG

Block statement
Process statement
Concurrent procedure call
Conditional signal assignment
Selected signal assignment
Component instantiation statement
Generate statement

yes12
yes12
yes 2
yes12
yes12
yes12
yes 2

Preprocessing
is necessary

------------------------------------------------------------------ - - -

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes 3
----------

1 This statement is translatabie if and only if the model problem can be solved.
2 This statement's translatability depends on the translatability of other parts of VHDL (see table 5.4).
3 This statement is translatabie at compile-time.
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Table 5.4: Translatability related to other translation issues
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Chapter 6
The Translation of
Sequential Statements
Chapter 5 addresses the concurrent statements of VHDL. This chapter discusses the
translation of the sequential statements of VHDL into ASCIS data flow graphs. It is possible to translate most of these statements into DFGs. Some statements need pre-processing before they are translatabIe because they have an irregular data flow or use
constructs not directly available in a DFG. Furthermore it is impossible to translate
some sequentia1statements.
Section 6.1 presents an overview of VHDL's sequentia1 statements. Section 6.2 presents the actual translations of the statements. Section 6.3 contains the conclusions to
this chapter.

6.1

Overview

Sequential statements in VHDL are used to define algorithms for the execution of a
subprogram or a process; they execute in the order in which they appear in the
VHDL source [LRM 88 § 8], hence their name. Using sequential statements, VHDL is
like a programming language [Ashenden 90 p. 2-1]. The following sequential statements are defined:
Null statement
Assertion statement
If statement
Case statement
Loop statement
Next statement
Exit statement

Return statement
Procedure call statement
Signal assignment statement
VariabIe assignment statement
Wait statement

These statements include statements for program flow-control (if, case,
loop/next/exit and procedure-call/return statements), execution control (assert and
wait statements) and expression evaluation (signal and variabIe assignment statements, and expressions in other sequential statements).
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Mainly because VHDL is not originally meant to be a formal specification language,
the execution-flow of some of its statements is very unrestrained. Loops and subprograms for instance can be exit-ed at any time.
Within VHDL, sequential statements are allowed within the following language
constructs:
Process statement
Subprogram body (function and procedure subprograms)
A subprogram body is equivalent to a subroutine (procedure or function), and a
process statement is one of the main building blocks of VHDL design: it provides a
bridge between the concurrent and the sequential description levels [Lipsett 89 p. 65].
Furthermore, sequential statements can occur as a part of the following sequential
statements:
If statement
Case statement
Loop statement

The grammar rules used to illustrate the syntax of VHDL statements in this
thesis are the same as those used in [LRM 88]. Briefly:
x

6.2

or
terminal character

[]
{}

zero or one time
one or more times

Translation techniques

This section discusses the translation techniques for the sequentia1 statements of
VHDL. Chapter 2 defines the model problem, which explains why it is impossible to
translate VHDL signals and other constructs based in the event-driven model of
VHDL into the ASCIS data flow graph format. Because it might be possible that a
solution to this problem will be available in the future, the following assumption is
made in the remainder of this chapter:
To be able to demonstrate the translation of VHDL's sequential statements,
the assumption is made that signaIs, signal assignments and event sensitivity can be translated into ASCIS data flow graphs.
The only sequential statements on which this has any effects are the wait statement,
and the signal assignment statement.
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6.2.1
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The if statement

iCstatement ::=
if condition
then
sequence_oCstatements
{ elsif condition
then
sequence_oCstatements }
I else
sequence_oCstatements ]
end if;
An lf statement selects for execution one or more of the enclosed sequences of
statements depending on the value of one or more corresponding conditions. An
expression specifying a condition must he of the type BOOLEAN [LRM 88 § 8.6).

The VHDL version of the if statement is basically equal to the ordinary if-then-else
construction. The only difference is the availability of an elsif commando
Within the ASCIS data flow graph, branch and merge nodes are available for if-thenelse constructs IEijndhoven 91 p. 32]. The general form of the if-then-else DFG is
drawn in figure 6.1 IVeen 85 p. 93].
A branch node is needed for every value that is used within the then or else blocks,
and has a previous definition outside of these blocks (Vl ... Vn). A branch and merge
node pair is needed for every value that is changed within the then or else blocks
(Wl"'W m ). A branch and merge node pair is needed for every different 1/0 chain
present within the then or else blocks, because 1/0 operations (put and get nodes)
must always be chained [Eijndhoven 91 p. 10].
The branch and merge nodes are controlled by the (Boolean) result of the conditional
expression. The edge labelled 1 of the branch and merge nodes is chosen when the
condition evaluates to true, the edge labelled 0 is chosen when the condition evaluates to false.
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if condition
then
statementsI;
else
statements2;
end if;

control
edge

•••

Figure 6.1: General translation of the if statement
The general form shown in figure 6.1 can be used for the VHDL if statement without
any changes. The elsif is basically the same as else if which results in another ifthen-else construction within the else statement of its parent. Every occurrence of an
elsif results in one deeper nesting of an if-then-else statement. An example with two
elsifs is shown in figure 6.2.
f

if condition1
then
statements1;
elsif condition2 . .....
then
statements2
elsif condition3
then
statements3;
else
statements4;
end if;

A

if condition1
:-- then
:
statementsI;
i else
i
if condition2
.~....
:-- then
i ....(\ i
statements2
i else
if condition3
.:L '. ...i...
:
: "'(\
then
i
i
statements3;
i
i
else
i
i
statements4;
!
i
end if'
:_end if;
end if;
I

yi

~

I

I

I

.. _-

,

Figure 6.2: Pre-processing the elsif statement
This way of handling the elsif statement can result in more deeply nested DFGs than
necessary. The run-time behaviour of the elsif in VHDL however is the same:
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For the execution of an if statement. the condition specified after if. and any
conditions specified after elsif. are evaluated in succession (treating a final else
as elsif TRUE then), until one evaluates to TRUE or all conditions are evaluated
and yield FALSE [LRM 88 § 8.6].

In my view, an if statement with many elsifs is a case of bad programming behaviour for which the translator should produce a warning. In most instances it is
much more useful and efficient to use a case statement instead (see also section 6.2.2).
Figure 6.3 shows a small example of the DFG translation of a simple if-then-else
construction.

b

source
··-

ifx=3
then
x:= 5;
y:= b;
else
y:= 7;
end if;

~dge

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

}--I
I
I
I
I

o

I

I
I

ME

:r

control
edge

x

Figure 6.3: An if-then-else example

6.2.2

The case statement

case_statement ::=
case expression is
case_statement_alternative
{ case_statemenCalternative}
end case;

case_statement_alternative ::=
when choices =>
sequence_oCstatements

A case statement selects for execution one of a number of alternative sequences
of statements; the chosen alternative is defined by the value of an expression.
The expression must be of a discrete type. or of a one-dimensional character
array type (whose values are representable as string or bit-string literals).
The execution of a case statement chooses one and only one alternative. since
the choices are exhaustive+ and mutuallyexclusive+. [LRM 88 § 8.7J.

+ Every possible value must be covered.
:j: Every value is covered only once.
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The expression and the choices of the case statement have to be loeally statiet. This
means that their values can be calculated at the time of compilation. The branch and
merge nodes of the ASCIS data flow graph may have more branches than the two
branches labelled 0 and 1 as present in the if statement.
Attached to each branch node is a selection list, which is an ordered list associating
mutually exclusive values with one of the outgoing ports of the branch node
[Eijndhoven 91 § 2.5]. By using the selection list, the case statement can be translated
into a DFG consisting of branch and merge nodes with an edge for every case statement alternative.
Figure 6.4 shows the general translation of the case statement using branch and
merge nodes and selection lists. A branch node is needed for every value that is used
within the alternative case blocks, and has a previous definition outside of these
blocks (Vl ... V n ). A branch and merge node pair is needed for every value that is
changed within the alternative case blocks (Wl ... W m ).
A branch and merge node pair is needed for every different IlO chain present within
the alternative case blocks, because IlO operations (put and get nodes) must always
be chained [Eijndhoven 91 p. 10].

t

A locally statie expression is an expression which can be evaluated during the analysis of the design
unit in whieh it appears [LRM 88 § 7.4].
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Figure 6.4: General translation of the case statement
Due to the way the selection list of branch and merge nodes is currently implemented, it is very inefficient to use selection lists when the possible chokes of the
case statement cover a large range. Thus, when the type of the case expression covers
a range of N values, Uog 2 (N~ =: M bits are necessary to be able to represent its possibie values, and the selection list must contain 2M entries; independent of the number
of chokes in the case statement.
In this case some pre-processing is necessary to be able to translate the case statement
efficiently. The case statement can be rewritten into an if statement. Every choke is
translated into an elsif part of the if statement. The final choke is pre-processed into
an else statement instead of an elsif statement because the chokes are exhaustive. To
prevent the original case's expression to be calculated more than once, a variabie is
introduced to store the value of the expression.
The resulting expression has the same behaviour as the case statement: at least one altemative is chosen because the chokes are exhaustive, and exactly one of the alternatives is chosen because all choices are mutually exclusive. This is illustrated in
figure 6.5.
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case expression is
when choicel =>
statementsI;
when choice2 =>
statements2;

case_varl := expression;
if case_varl = choicel then
statementsI;
elsif case_varl = choice2 then
statements2;

when choiceN =>
statementsN;
end case;

else
statementsN;
end if;

Figure 6.5: Pre-processing the case statement into an if statement
This pre-processing actually introduces a deeply nested if-then-elsif statement,
which I claim to be a case of bad programming (see § 6.2.1). Whether it is more efficient to implement the case statement using branch and merge nodes and aselection
list, or to pre-process the case statement into an if-then-elsif nesting, depends on the
type of the case expression, and the number of choices in the case statement.
Next to expressions, there are two other possibilities to specify a choice. Choices may
specify more than one alternative, and the keyword others can be used as a choice.
When it is inefficient to use branch and merge nodes and a selection list, it is possible
to rewrite this case statement into an if statement as weIl. The if expression of a
translated choice with more than one alternative consists of an or clause for every alternative. The others alternative translates into the final else part of the if statement.
Only choices that fall through the others alternative in the original case statement fall
through to the final else part, because all choices are exhaustive.

case expression is
when choicel =>
statements1;
when choice2 I choice3 =>
statements2;
when others =>
statementsN;
end case;

A
y

case_varl := expression;
if case_varl = choicel then
statementsI;
elsif case_varl = choice2 or
case_varl = choice3 then
statements2;
else
statementsN;
end if;

Figure 6.6: Pre-processing the case statement into an if statement, part TI
Special care has to be taken when the '=' operator has been overloaded (see § 8.1.1).
The VHDL language reference manual explicitly states the following:
Overloading the operator
execution [LRM 88 § 8.7].

"="

has no effect on the semantics of case statement
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Thus, if the case statement is, by pre-processing, translated into an if statement, the
,=' comparison introd uced can not be overloaded.

6.2.3

The loop, next and exit statements

loop_statement ::=
[ loop_label : 1
[ iteration_scheme ] loop
sequence_oCstatements
end loop [ loop_label] ;
iteration_scheme ::=
while condition
for loop _parameter_specification

parameter_specification ::=
identifier in discrete_range
next_statement ::=
next [ loop_label] [ when condition ] ;
exit_statement ::=
exit [ loop_label] [ when condition ] ;

A loop statement includes a sequence of statements that is to be executed repeatedly. zero or more times [LRM 88 § 8.8].
For a loop statement with a for iteration scheme. the loop parameter specification is the declaration of the loop parameter with the given identifier. The loop
parameter is an object whose type is the base type of the discrete range. Within
the sequence of statements, the loop parameter is a constant [LRM 88 § 8.8].
A next statement is used to complete the execution of one of the iterations of an
enclosing loop statement (called "loop" In what follows). The completion is condltional if the statement includes a condition [LRM 88 § 8.9].
An exit statement is used to complete the execution of an enclosing loop state-

ment (called "loop" in what follows). The completion Is conditional if the statement lncludes a condition [LRM 88 § 8.10].

The VHDL loop statement has three major farms. Two with an iteration scheme (the
while loop and the for loop) and one without an iteration scheme. The latter is an infinite loop, unless its body is escaped from using either a next, an exit, or -in case of
a function subprogram- a return statement. These escape-statements can also occur
within the loops that do have an iteration scheme.
Section 4.3.2 explains why some pre-processing is necessary to be able to translate the
loop statement containing escape-statements into a DFG. If a loop has to be exit-ed
regardless of its exit condition, a flow-control variabie is needed, which controls the
exit condition of the loop, and controls conditional execution of statements following
the escape-statement.
Section 6.2.3.1 treats loops without escape-statements, and 6.2.3.2 treats the pre-processing that is necessary to be able to translate loop statements with escapestatements.
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6.2.3.1

Loop statements without escape-statements

Within the DFG, entry and exit nodes are available for loops [Eijndhoven 91 p. 32].
The most comman farm of loop is a loop of the while condition do body farm. The generaI loop structure drawn in [Eijndhoven 91 p. 9] differs slightly fram the one shown
here. In VHDL, contrary to languages like c where operators like + + are available, it
is impossible to change the value of a variabie in an expression t . Therefore there is
always a direct data edge between the entry and the exit nodes.
An entry and exit node pair is needed for every variabie that is used within the loop,
and is declared outside of the loop (Vl ... Vn). An extra entry and exit node pair is also
needed for every different 1/0 chain present within the loop.
data
edge
____

Vn

• • •

--=--i-~

-----,

I

I

----

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-------~

contral
edge

I

,I

.---- EX

o

Figure 6.7: General translation of the loop statement
This general translation of the loop statement is based on the general while loop. The
VHDL while loop fits in this scheme, but the for loop and the conditionless loop can
not be fitted in directly.
According to [Veen 85 p. 99], a for loop is a while loop with an empty test part and a
special contral node. The ASCIS data flow graph described in [Eijndhoven 91] does
not support any special nodes for the translation of for statements. The VHDL for
loop can easily be rewritten as a while loop.

t

Within certain limits. To be able to handle function subprograms that access global variables it is
necessary to break this rule. In this case there is a DFG expression between the entry and the exit
nodes (see § 7.2).
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loop1:
for loop_variabie in range_start to range_end loop
statementsI;
end loop loop1;

{}
loop_variabie := range_start;
loop1:
while is_inJange (loop_variable, range_start, range_end) loop
statementsI;
incrementaCoperator (loop_variabie);
end loop loop1;
Figure 6.8: Pre-processing of the for loop
The exact definitions of is_inJange () and incrementaCoperator () depend on the data
type of the loop variabie (called loop-parameter in [LRM 88]). The incremental operator is not part of the loop's statements. A next statement will jump to this operator,
and not to the end loop statement, as it would for other loops (see § 6.2.3.2).
The loop variabie in a VHDL for loop statement is local to the loop.
The simple conditionless loop can easily be made conditional. It can be converted
into a while loop with a condition that is always TRUE.
loop1:
loop
statementsI;
end loop loop1;

I)

loop1:
while TRUE loop
statementsI;
end loop loop1;

Figure 6.9: Pre-processing of the plain loop statement
Figure 6.10 shows a small example of the DFG translation of a simpIe for loop without any escape-statements.
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I

data
edge

o
x

z

contra1
edge

loop1:
for x in 0 to 41 loop
y:= y + x;
z:= z + 1;
end loop loop1;
i

___________ ..Ji

010

-s-ta-t-em-e-:-t-p-a-r-t---y- "

I control part

J

Figure 6.10: A for loop example

6.2.3.2

Loop statements with escape-statements

The previous section shows how the three basic loop constructs of VHDL can be
translated into DFGs. Basically one loop construction remains: the while loop. This
means that in order to derive the pre-processing necessary to be able to translate escape-statements, only the while loop needs to be analysed. The following list shows
the actions that should take place when an escape-statement occurs.
(î)

The statement(s) the escape-statement occurred in have to be exit-ed
immediately.

@

All statements following the escape-statement, until and including the last statement of the loop's original statements, must not be executed. (Note that the
incrementaCoperator () found in a pre-processed for loop is not part of the loop's
original statements.)

@

In case of an exit or a return statement, the loop itself must be exit-ed
immediately.

To implement this, a flow-control variabie has to be introduced. When its value is
TRUE, the loop is in a normal state. When its value is FALSE, an escape-statement has
occurred.
To implement the next statement, the flow-control variabie has to be set at the beginning of every iteration of the loop. If a next statement contains a condition, it has to be
rewritten into an if statement. An example of this is shown in the following figure:
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loop1:
while condition1 loop
not_nexcloop_1:= TRUE;
statements1;
if condition2 then
noCnexCloop_1:= FALSE;
end if;
if not_nexCloop_1 then
statements2;
end if;
end loop loop1;

loop1:
while condition1 loop
statements1;
next loop1
when condition2;
statements2;
end loop loop1;

c)

Figure 6.11: Pre-processing a loop with a next statement
To implement the exit and return statements, the flow-control variabie has to be set
bejore the loop, and -to implement ®- the while condition has to be anded with the
variabie. If an exit statement contains a condition, it has to be rewritten into an if
statement.

loop1:
while condition1 loop
statements1;
exit loop1
when condition2;
statements2;
end loop loop1;

noCexit_loop_1:= TRUE;
loop1:
while not_exit_loop_1 and condition1 loop
statements1;
if condition2 then
noCexicloop_1:= FALSE;
end if;
if nocexiCloop_1 then
statements2;
end if;
end loop loop1;

>

C

Figure 6.12: Pre-processing a loop with an exit statement
Item CD in the list needs some more clarification. There are three VHDL sequential
statements, the if statement, the case statement and the loop statement itself, which
may contain other sequential statements (see § 6.1). This means that escape-statements can occur within them.
The if and the case statements exit automatically when the sequence of statements, of
which the escape-statement is a part, finishes. If the escape-statement is contained in
either an if or a case statement no special actions are necessary. If the escape-statement is contained in a loop, that loop has to be exit-ed as weIl.
The following list defines all actions to be taken to manage escape-statements in
loops:
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CD

If a loop statement has an associated exit statement, introduce a flow-control
variabie that is set to TRUE outside of the loop, and and the loop's condition
with it.

@

If a loop statement has an associated next statement, introduce a flow-control
variabie that is set to TRUE as the first statement of the loop.

@

If a loop statement has any escape-statements, replace them with a variabie assignment statement to set the flow-control variabie associated with the escapestatement to FALSE. If the escape-statement is conditional (if it contains a when
part), this assignment too must be conditional.

@

If a loop statement has any escape-statements, make all statements between the
escape-statement and the last statement of the loop it is associated with conditional to the associated flow-control variabie.

®

If a loop statement having escape-statements contains other loop statements,
these loop statements' conditions should be anded with the flow-control variabie
associated with the escape-statement if the escape-statement occurs within them.

As an example, figure 6.13 shows the result of this technique for a doubly nested
loop, where the inner loop contains a conditional exit out of the outer loop.
noCexit_loop1:= TRUE;
loop1:
while nocexiCloop1 and condition1 loop
loop1:
statementsI;
while condition1 loop
loop2:
statements1;
while noCexit_loop1 and condition2 loop
loop2:
statements2;
while condition2 loop
if condition3 then
statements2;
-.
noCexiCloop1:= FALSE;
exit loop1
end if;
when condition3;
if nOCexiCloop1 then
statements3;
statements3;
end loop loop2;
end if;
statements4;
___ end loop loop2;
end loop loop1;
if noCexit_loop1 then
jump
statements4;
end if;
end loop loop1;

Q..

Figure 6.13: Pre-processing escape-statements- an example
After pre-processing, the resulting VHDL text is translatabie into a DFG.
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The return statement

return_statement ::=
return [ expression ] ;
A return statement is used to complete the execution of the innermost enclosing
function or procedure body. A return statement appearing in a procedure body
must not have an expression. A return statement in a function body must have
an expression. It is an error if execution of a function completes by means other
than the execution of a return statement [LRM 88 § 8.11).

The return statement has almost the same behaviour as the exit statement described
in the previous section, but instead of jumping out of a loop, the return statement
jumps out of a subprogram.
There are two kind of subprograms: procedure and function subprograms, and the
definition and the translation of the return statement is different for both of these.
Section 6.2.4.1 treats the return statement when it occurs in a procedure body, and
section 6.2.4.2 treats it when it occurs in a function body.

6.2.4.1

The. return statement in a procedure body

If the return statement occurs in a procedure body, it implies a jump to the end of the

procedure body, and the same techniques as with the exit statement can be applied
(see § 6.2.3.2). This results in the following actions:
CD

If a procedure body has an associated return statement, introduce a flow-control
variabie that is set to TRUE as the first statement of the procedure body.

@

In a procedure body, replace all occurrences of return statements with a variabie
assignment statement to set the flow-control variabie to FALSE.

@

If a return statement occurs within a loop statement, this implies an exit state-

ment out of the outermost loop.
@

If a procedure body has an associated return statement, make all statements be-

tween the return statement and the last statement of the procedure body conditional to the associated flow-control variabie.
To implement this, a flow-control variabie has to be introduced. When its value is
TRUE, the procedure body is in a normal state. When its value is FALSE, a return
statement has occurred. More details are found in section 6.2.3.2, which explains
techniques to handle escape-statements in loops.
After pre-processing, the resulting VHDL text is translatabie into a DFG.
As an example, figure 6.14 shows the result of this technique for a procedure subprogram whose procedure body contains a return statement in a loop statement.
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procedure proc_name ( ... ) is
begin
statements1;
loop1:
while condition1 loop
statements2;
return;
statements3;
end loop loop1;
statements4;
jump
end proc_name;

6

procedure proc_name ( ... ) is
variabIe not_return: BOOLEAN;
begin
not_return:= TRUE;
statementsI;
loop1:
. while not_return and condition1 loop
statements2;
not_return:= FAL5E;
if not_return then
statements3;
end if;
end loop loop1;
if not_return then
statements4;
end if;
end proc_name;

Figure 6.14: Pre-processing the return statement in a procedure bodyt

6.2.4.2

The return statement in a function body

If the return statement occurs in a function body, it implies a jump to the end of the
function body. A return statement in a function body must have an expression, which
implies that a value has to be passed along with the jump to the end of the function
body. Furthermore, the only way a function subprogram is allowed to exit is by
means of a return statement. This results in the following actions:

CD

If a function body has an associated return statement, introduce a flow-control
variabie that is set to TRUE as the first statement of the function body, and introduce a return-value variabie with the same type as the return value of the function subprogram.

@

In a function body, replace all occurrences of return statements with a variabie
assignment statement to set the flow-control variabie to FAL5E, and a variabie
assignment assigning the result of the expression following the return statement
to the return-value variabie.

@

If a return statement occurs within a loop statement, this implies an exit statement out of the outermost loop.

®

If a function body has an associated return statement, make all statements between the return statement and the last statement of the function body conditional to the associated flow-control variabie.

t

Examining this example closely will reveal that statements3 is never executed. This is not true in
general: the return statement could reside in a conditional statement, in which case statements following the return statement are possibly executed.
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@

If a function body has an associated return statement, add a return statement
with the retum-value variabie as its expression as the last statement of the function body.

®

Check whether all possible paths out of the function subprogram end with a
return statement.

function funcname (... )
return type_mark is
begin
. statementsI;
loopl:
while conditionl loop
statements2;
return expression;
statements3;
end loop loopl;
statements4;
end func_name;

jump

L)

function func_name (... )
return type_mark is
variabIe retum_value: type_mark;
variabIe noCreturn: BOüLEAN;
begin
noCreturn := TRUE;
statementsI;
loopl:
while noCreturn and conditionl loop
statements2;
retum_value := expression;
not_return:= FAL5E;
if not_return then
statements3;
end if;
end loop loopl;
if noCreturn then
statements4;
end if;
return return_value;
end func_name;

Figure 6.15: Pre-processing the return statement in a function body
Point ® needs more c1arification. This point is important for the following two
reasons:
•

The VHDL definition of a function subprogram demands it.

•

If this check is not performed the source code may not be correct (it may contain
a path out of the function body without any return statements) whilst the preprocessed form is correct (it ends with a return statement, therefore every path
out of the function bodyends with a return statement).

This check can be done by building a statement-tree while parsing the function body.
All paths of the statement tree have to contain (end with) a return statement. Another
possibility is to perform the validity check of a function body on the fly while parsing, using the actions shown in table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Checking the validity of a function body
Statement

Action, validity of current block

Assertion statement
Null statement
Variabie assignment statement
Signal assignment statement
Wait statement
Procedure call statement

No actions necessary. None of these
statements split the execution flow in any
way.

Case statement
If statement

The current block is valid if all sub-blocks
are valid and is otherwise unchanged.

Loop statement
Exit statement
Next statement

No actions necessary, a loop might execute
only once, depending on its condition.

The current block validity is unchanged.

The current block validity is unchanged.

Return statement

The current block is valid.

This validity check is much more stringent than the check performed by VHDL. The
reason is that VHDL performs these checks at simulation time, where paths not ending with a return statement may never be reached, and therefore do not produce an
error.

6.2.5

The procedure call statement

procedure_caIl_statement ::=
procedure_name [ (actual_parametecpart) ] ;
actual_parametecpart ::= parameter_association_list
association_list ::=
association_element {, association_element }
A procedure caB invokes the execution of a procedure body [LRM 88 § 8.5).

A VHDL subprogram is one of the two language constructs that can contain sequential statements. A subprogram can be either a procedure or a function subprogram. A
function subprogram can only be called from within an expression. Section 7.2 explains more about VHDL's expressions.
In general, if a procedure subprogram contains translatabie sequentiaI statements, the
procedure subprogram can be translated into a DFG. All parameters of type in or out
become in- or out-nodes respectively in the resulting DFG. Parameters of type inout
both have an in- and an out-node.
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The resulting graph can be seen as a node (:: ), and can be instantiated as such in
places where there is a call to the procedure subprogram. Figure 6.16 shows the general translation of a procedure subprogram.

Xl

G······

•••

Xn

G

procedure proc_name
(variabIe Xl, ... , Xn : in INTEGER;
variabIe YI, ..., Ym: out INTEGER) is
begin
statements;
end proc_name;

c>

.. out

YI • • • Ym
Figure 6.16: General translation of a procedure subprogram
There are, however, a couple of exceptions where this generaI translation can not be
used. These exceptions are caused by the following properties of the VHDL procedure subprogram:
CD

A procedure subprogram can refer to signalor variabie objects declared outside
the declarative region associated with the procedure subprogram.

@

The parameter specification of the procedure subprogram is optional.

@

The parameter specification of the procedure subprogram may only contain parameters of type in or only parameters of type out.

According to item number CD of this list a VHDL procedure subprogram may refer to
global variables. VHDL does not support global variables between different
(concurrent) processes [Lipsett 89 p. 69], but it is possible to access one variabie
within a single process from more than one subprogram declared within the declarative region associated with that subprogram [LRM 88 § 10.2].

In order to translate a procedure subprogram that refers to objects declared outside it,
the procedure subprogram has to be pre-processed. A solution to this problem, as
suggested in [Veen 85 p. 100], is to pass the global variabie as one of the parameters
of the procedure subprogram. If the global variabie is assigned to in the procedure
body, this parameter has to be of the type inout. If it is only used, this parameter can
be of the type in. Figure 6.17 shows an example of this pre-processing for a procedure
subprogram defined in the declaration part of a process statement, accessing a variable defined before the subprogram specification.
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process_label:
process
variabie var_name: var_type;

6

process_label:
process
variabie var_name: var_type;
procedure proc_name

procedure proc_name ( ... ) is
begin
-- uses the 'global' variabIe
~~ .called var_name.
end proc_name;

A
Y

(

... ;

variabie vacname: inout var_type) is
begin
-- uses the 'global' variabIe
-- called var_name.

begin
begin
end process process_label;
end process process_label;
Figure 6.17: Pre-processing a procedure subprogram accessing global variables
Case @ and @ raise similar problems. Both introduce statements with irregular or
with no data flow (see § 4.3). Thus, if a procedure subprogram has a formal parameter list with parameters of type in or parameters of type out only, or lacks a formal
parameter list completely, the procedure subprogram can not be translated.
Table 6.2 lists the declarations that are allowed in the declaration part of a subprogram. A subprogram can not declare any signals. It is allowed to specify a subprogram within a subprogram, and this child subprogram inherits the declarations made
before its declaration in the parent subprogram.
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Table 6.2: Declarations available in a subprogram

Basic declarations
type declaration
subtype declaration
constant declaration
file declaration
alias declaration
subprogram declaration
use clause

Other declarations
signaI declaration
subprogram body
attribute declaration
attribute specification
disconnection specification
component declaration
configuration specification
variabie declaration

6.2.6

allowed ..
not allowed •

The signal assignment statement

signal_assignmenCstatement ::=
target <= [ transport] waveform;
A signal assignment statement modifies the projected output waveforms contained in the drivers of one or more signals [LRM 88 § 8.31.

The signal assignment statement updates the projected output waveform of a signal.
The projected output waveform model of VHDL is not translatabie into a DFG
(see chapter 2) and therefore it is not possible to translate the signal assignment statement into a DFG.

6.2.7

The variable assignment statement

variable_assignment_statement ::=
target := expression ;
target ::=
name I aggregate

aggregate ::=
( elemenCassociation
{,elemenCassociation })

A variabIe assignment statement replaces the current value of a variabIe with a
new value specified byan expression [LRM 88 § 8.41.
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The VHDL variabIe assignment has two forms. One where the target of the expression is a name that denotes a variabIe, and one where the target is an aggregate. Assigning a (new) value to a variabIe results in a new edge in a DFG. The VHDL variable assignment statement can therefore directly be translated into a DFG when the
target of the expression is a variabIe.
When the target is an aggregate, the statement is actually a shorter description of
multiple assignments. An example:

type Fraction is
record
Numerator: INTEGER;
Denominator: INTEGER;
end record;
variabIe Approx_Pi: Fraction;

Approx_Pi := (355, 113);
Here the variabIe Approx_Pi is assigned the aggregate (355, 113). This is functionally
equivalent to two assignment statements assigning 355 to Fraction.Numerator and
113 to Fraction.Denominator.
When a variabIe assignment statement is executed, all the names in the aggregate are
evaluated first. Then the expression is evaluated, and lastly the components of the expression are assigned to the named variables. Therefore an assignment to an aggregate is effectively a parallel assignment. This is illustrated by the following example,
adapted from [Ashenden 90 p. 2-10]:
variabIe foo: Fraction;

-- Calculate reciprocal value of foo
(Nominator => foo.Denominator, Denominator => foo.Nominator) := foo;
It is impossible to rewrite the previous aggregate assignment statement into two sep-

arate assignments without having to introduce a help-variable to temporarily store
one of the two sub-parts of foo. Fortunately it is not necessary to rewrite the aggregate assignment statements, because the problem does not occur in DFGs. This is
shown in figure 6.18; when an assignment is made to a variabIe, its previous value is
still available. Only values exist in a data flow graph, there is no notion of variables.
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x from befare
the addition

x from after
the addition

Figure 6.18: Example of an assignment in a DFG
Figure 6.19 shows the general translation of the VHDL variabIe assignment statement. The expression is translated into a DFG (see section 7.2 on the translation of expressions) and new data edges are created for the target the result of the expression is
assigned to. Multiple data edges are created if the target is an aggregate.

v := expression;
v

~

data
edge

Figure 6.19: General translation of a variabIe assignment statement

6.2.8

The assert statement

assertion_statement ::=
assert condition
[ report expression ]
[ severity expression ] ;
An assertion statement checks that a specified condition is TRUE and reports an

error if ft is not.
U the report clause is present, it must include an expression of predefined type
STRING that specifies a message to be reported. U the severity clause is present,
it must specify an expression of predefined type SEVERITY_LEVEL that specifies
the severity level of the assertion [LRM 88 § 8.2).

The ASCIS data flow graph does not support any assertion techniques. The assert
statement can not be translated directly into a DFG.
The VHDL assert statement is used for testing purposes. It provides a run-time
means for debugging and error checking. If such a statement is to be used in a synthesis system, the target hardware should be able to report assertion techniques.
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It is possible to rewrite the assert statement into statements that can be translated. A

DFG has a special node called the put node which, together with the get node provides an interface to the outside world. A put node can be used to report the assertion
messages, and the assert statement can be rewritten to a simpIe if statement.

assert condition
report expression1
severity expression2;

if condition

L)

then

put (assert.port, expressionl);
put (assert.....port, expression2);
end if;

Figure 6.20: Pre-processing the assert statement
The put (assert.....port, expression) statement shown in figure 6.20 is not part of VHDL.
VHDL does have read and write operations on files, but the put statement used here
is a simple representation of the put node found in the ASCIS data flow graph. The
translation of the assert statement results in an if-then DFG, with an extra branch and
merge node pair to chain the put nodes (see § 6.2.1). In VHDL it is impossible to alter
the value of a variabie in an expression, and therefore no merge nodes are needed for
the values used in expression1 and expression2+.
i/o chain

v1
_ Ij

-BR

k-----

chain 1VO
.
edge .. '

data
edge

•••

•••

JL
BR

. ------- BR

1
control
edge

assert condition
report expression1
severity expression2;

!,
,
I

i
I

.

.
1

.

~
_M~

0

i/o chain
'ij

Figure 6.21: General translation of the assert statement

t

See the note on this subject in section 6.2.3.1.
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It is questionable whether it is useful to translate the assert statement. It will probably

hardly ever be used for high-level synthesis, and it puts demands on the target
hardware (the reserved output port for assertion messages).
Furthermore, the expression in the report clause in the assert statement should be of
the VHDL predefined type STRING, of which there is currently no equivalent available within the ASCIS data flow graph [Eijndhoven 91 p. 14]. A solution may be to
consider a text string as a sequence of ASCII values, and to devise a construction to
put those values individually. This, however, is rather inefficient and could result in a
large DFG.
The most logical conclusion is to exclude this statement until there is a way to handle
text strings in the ASCIS data flow graph.
If the DFG has a data type to handle text strings, the generaI translation shown in fig-

ure 6.21 can be used.
data I
edge

i/ 0 chain

~---------

1V~

chain
edge

"

progN ame

--------------1

BR
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~
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'00)

<

I

I
I
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I

assert a < 10
report progName &
": Error: a ~ la!"
severity ERROR;

ERROR
I
I

I
I
I

I

icontrol

i edge
,

,

'~--------------i/o chain

Figure 6.22: An assert example
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The wait statement

6.2.9

wait_statement ::=
wait
[ sensitivity_clause ]
[ condition_clause ]
[ timeout_clause ] ;

sensitivity_clause ::=
on sensitivity_list

condition_clause ::=
until boolean_expression

timeout_clause :=
for time_expression

sensitivity_list ::=
signaCname {, signaCname }

The walt statement causes the suspension of a process statement or a
procedure.
The sensitivity clause defines the sensitivity set of the wait statement, i.e., the set
of signals to which the walt statement is sensitive.
The condition clause specifies a condition that must be met for the process to
continue execution. If no condition clause appears, the condition clause
until TRUE is assumed .
The time-out clause specifies the maximum amount of time the process will remain suspended at this walt statement. [LRM 88 § 8.1].

The translation of the wait statement depends, in combination with the translation of
the process statement, on the model problem.
At the moment it is not possible to translate the wait statement. More on VHDL's execution model, its signal model and the process statement is available in chapter 2
and section 5.2.2.

6.2.10

The null statement

nulCstatement ::= nul1 ;
A nu11 statement performs no action. The execution of the nuU statement has no
effect other than to pass on to the next statement [LRM 88 § 8.12).

The nul1 statement does nothing. The main reason of this statement's existence is that
it is sometimes necessary to be able to specify a null action. The VHDL case statement
(see § 6.2.4) demands its choices to be exhaustive, and the nul1 statement is therefore
necessary when not all of its choices have an associated action.
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The Selector's ranl!e is

["00", "Ol", "11", "'10"].
case Selector is
when "00" =>
Choice "10" and "11"
statements1;
have to be present in
when "01" =>
the case.
statements2; t>
when "10" I "11" =>
But neither of
nun;
them perform
end case;
any actions.
<}""'"

'-,

'.

Figure 6.23: The necessity of the VHDL nun statement

The null statement does not have any associated data flow, and therefore it is not
representable in a DFG. Since the nun statement does not perform any actions, it can
safely be ignored.
It is possible to devise constructs where the nun statement gives rise to problems.

Consider the following simple example:
if expression
then
nun;
else
nun;
end if;

Figure 6.24: A problem with the nun statement

The body of the if statement in this example does not have any data flow, and can not
be translated into a DFG. The expression however might have side-effects (see § 7.2),
and may not be ignored. In general, if a nun statement occurs in VHDL, it is possible
that the statement it occurs in lacks data flow and must be ignored except for expressions with side-effects.
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Conclusions

Most sequential statements of VHDL are not event-driven. Only the signal assignment statement and the wait statement depend on the event-driven model and can
not be translated unless the model problem is solved (see chapter 2). Of the remaining sequential statements only the assert statement can not be translated; it uses the
STRING data type, which does not have a DFG equivalent. The other statements can
be translated although some pre-processing is necessary prior to translation. An
overview is found in table 6.3.
The following list provides the most important conclusions to the contents of this
chapter:
•

VHDL's sequential statements provide programming techniques found in most
algorithmic programming languages.

•

It is possible to use VHDL's sequential statements to write structured algorithms,

but unstructured programming is not forbidden.
•

The assert statement can not be translated. This is not a big issue because the
assert statement is not necessary for HLS.

•

Only the wait statement and the signal assignment statement can not be translated because of the model problem discussed in chapter 2. The wait statement
however is very important to the execution model of VHDL. If it is impossible to
translate the wait statement, it is impossible to correctly map the model of VHDL
on DFGs.

•

A procedure subprogram can not be translated if, according to its formal parameter list, it has no data flow.
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Table 6.3: The translatability of VHDL sequential statements
Sequential
Statement

Translatable
into a DFG

Null statement
Assertion statement
If statement
Case statement
Loop statement
Next statement
Exit statement
Return statement
Procedure call statement
Signal assignment statement
Variable assignment statement
Wait statement

yes
partially 1
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
partially2

Preprocessing
is necessary
no
yes
yes (elsif)
yes
yes (for)
yes
yes
yes
yes (globals)
n.a.
yes
yes

1 If the ASCIS data flow graph would support text strings.
2 Event-dependency can not be translated unless the model problem is solved.
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Chapter 7
The Translation of
Data Types and
Expressions
The focus of the previous chapters on translation is on language constructs. The DFG
translation of these constructs symbolises the data flow through these constructs.
This chapter concentrates on the data flow itself. Data types define the layout of the
data, and expressions create new data or modify existing data.
Section 7.1 discusses VHDL's rich scheme of data types. Section 7.2 discusses VHDL's
expressions and their translations. The last section, section 7.3 contains the conclusions to this chapter.

7.1

VHDL Data Types

VHDL has a rich scheme of data types. Table 7.1 provides a brief listing of these
types. These types can be used as base types to define constrained versions of the
types.
These constrained types are defined using subtype declarations. The following
subtype declaration for instance defines a constrained version of the INTEGER type:
subtype Byte is INTEGER range 0 to 255;

These range restrictions can be used on both base types, including array types, and
on subtypes already defined.
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Table 7.1: Data types available in VHDL

VHDL type
name

Brief
explanation

Enumeration types

An enumeration list consists of distinct
identifiers and character literals, implemented by assigning them successive integers starting with O.
Defines integers in a range at least including the range _2 31 to +2 31 •

Integer types
Physical types

Floating-point types

Array types

Record types
Access types
File types

Values of a physical type represent measurements of some quantity. They are
defined in units, making it possible for
instance to express time in microseconds.
These provide approximations of real
numbers. Their range should at least
include _1 38 to +1 38 •
An array object consists of elements of
the same subtype. An array may have
more than one dimension, and its range
may be unconstrained.
A record type consists of named elements
not necessarily of the same type.
The VHDL implementation of pointers to
objects.
These are used to represent files in the
host system environment.

The translation of VHDL data types into ASCIS data flow graph data types has not
been studied deeply yet. Most of VHDL's types are representable using bit pattems,
and are therefore translatabie. Unconstrained array types, access types and file types
are probably not translatabie.
The data types BIT and BOOLEAN, present at same places in this thesis, are predefined types. Bath types are enumerated types. Their definition is as follows:
type BIT is ('0', 'I');
type BOOLEAN is (FAL5E, TRUE);
The complete list of the predefined language environment of VHDL is listed in
[LRM 88 chapter 14].
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7.2

VHDL Expressions

The grammar of VHDL expressions is defined by the following rules.
term ::=
factor {multiplying_operator factor}

expression ::=
relation { and relation }
I relation { or relation }
I relation { xor relation }
I relation { nand relation }
I relation { nor relation }

multiplyin~operator ::=

* I 1 I mod I rem
factor ::=
primary [ ** primary ]
I abs primary
I not primary

relation ::=
simple_expression
[ relational_operator
simple_expression ]

primary::=
name
I literal
I aggregate
I function_call
I qualified_expression
I type_conversion
I allocator
I (expression )

relational_operator ::=
= I 1= I < I <= I > I >=
simple_expression ::=
[ sign ] term {adding_operator term}
sign ::= + I adding_operator ::=
+ I - 1&

Expressions are dividable into operators and operands. This section treats the translation of VHDL expressions into their ASCrS data flow graph equivalents; VHDL
recognises a number of different operators and operands, including specialoperands
such as allocators and type conversions.
Section 7.2.1 treats the translation of VHDL operators into their DFG equivalents, and
section 7.2.2 treats VHDL's operands.

7.2.1

VHDL operators

VHDL differentiates between six classes of operators. The following list shows these
classes, in top-down order of precedence. The precedenee of operators on the same
level is from left to right [LRM 88 § 7.2]:
logicaLoperator
relational_operator

.. -

addin~operator

.. -

sign
multiplying_operator
miscellaneous_operator

.. -

.. .. .. -

and
=

or

/=

+
+
*
**

/
abs

nand
<
&

nor
<=

mod
not

rem

xor

>

>=
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The remainder of this section treats these six classes in detail.
The first class of VHDL operators are the logical operators. These operators are defined for the predefined types BIT and BOOLEAN and one-dimensional array types
whose element type is either BIT or BOOLEAN. If the operator is monadic and the
input is a one dimensional array, then the resulting array has the same length as the
input array. Similar, if the operator is dyadic and the input is a one dimensional
array, then the two input arrays must be of the same length, and resulting array has
the same length as the input arrays.
The execution of some of these logical operators is short-circuited:
For the short circuit operations and. or. nand. and nor on types BIT and
BOOLEAN. the right operand is evaluated only if the value of the left operand is
not sufficient to detennine the result of the operation [LRM § 7.2.1].

If the above were not the case, all of VHDL's logical operators would directly map on
a DFG equivalent. Table 7.2 shows which VHDL logical operators map on which
DFG operation nodes. Ignoring the above when translating VHDL logical operators
into their DFG equivalents would result in a DFG with a different behaviour: the
right operand is always calculated, and if the right operator has side-effects, the result of the expression might be different.

Table 7.2: The translation of VHDL logical operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

and
or
nand
nor
xor
not

&
I
&, I, /\
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The short-circuit nature of the and, or, nand and nor operators is a problem when
their right-hand expression has side-effects. There are two types of expressions which
have side-effects:
G)

Expressions that at one part contain the allocator new [LRM 88 § 7.3.6]. The new
operator creates a new object of a specific type, and returns an access value of the
object. Dynamic memory management however is something which can not be
used in the ES silicon compiler (see § 3.2 tabIe 3.1) and it is therefore safe to ignore allocators.

@

Expressions that at one part contain a function call. A function subprogram's
formal parameters may only be of mode in which means that it can not perform
changes on its formal parameters. A function (and procedure) subprogram is
however able to access signals or variables declared within the declarative region
associated with the function subprogram [LRM 88 § 2.2].

The side-effects of G) can be ignored, the allocator new is not used. There is a solution
for the side-effects of @. Section 6.2.5 provides a solution for these side-effects that occur with procedure subprograms. The same method is usabie for function subprograms: the limitation that all formal parameters must be of type in for VHDL does
not hold for the DFG.
This has to be done with care, if the formal parameters of a function subprogram are
not limited to mode in, then the expressions can in some cases alter the value of one
or more of their literals. This changes the translation of loop statements (see § 6.2.3).
To solve the problem of the short-circuited execution, logical expressions have to be
pre-processed if the right operand is an expression that contains a function call to a
function that has side-effects. Figure 7.1 shows an example of this pre-processing for
the and operator, the or, nand and nor operators need similar pre-processing
techniques.
The global variables are added to the
function's formaI parameters. This is not
legal VHDL, but the pre-processed result
is translatabIe.

A function referring
to global variables

.~

X

:= y and foo (z);

if Y
then
X

"

:= foo (z,

.

....~

globaCvariables)

else
x:= FAL5E;

end if;
Figure 7.1: Pre-processing. a logical expression with side-effects
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The second class of operators are the relational operators. These dyadic operators include tests for equality, and the ordering of operands. All relational operators are
dyadic in nature, and both input operands must be of the same type. The result of
these operators is of the predefined type BOOLEAN.
The equality and inequality operators of VHDL ('=',' /=') are defined for all types excluding file types. Equality in VHDL is defined as follows:
1\vo scalar values of the same type are equal if and only if the values are the
same. 1\vo composite values of the same type are equal if and only if for each element of the left operand there is a matching element of the right operand and
vice versa, and the values of matching elements are equal [LRM 88 § 7.2.2].

The ordering operators in VHDL ('<', '>', '<=', '>=') are defined as follows:
The ordeIing operators are defined for any scalar type, and for any discrete array
type. A discrete array is a one-dimensional array whose elements are of a discrete type [LRM 88 § 7.2.2].

Ordering operators on discrete array types compare operands from left to right until
inequality of two matching elements decides the ordering. Figure 7.2 shows an example of this process comparing two small discrete arrays using the ' <' operator.
discrete array 1:

discrete array 2:

( 41,42,43,44) <

(41,42,44,44)

+_----=---CD_~_:
~

@
@

-.

.

comparison is undesidable
comparison is undesidable
comparison is true

Figure 7.2: Comparing two discrete arrays
The ASCIS data flow graph knows the same relational operators. These operation
nodes accept numeric and bit-vector arguments.
Direct translation using the translation tabIe of table 7.3 is possible only if the type of
both operands is numeric or representable using a bit-vector.
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Table 7.3: The translation of VHDL relational operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

=
/=
<
>

-1.-

<

<=

>
<=

>=

>=

Discrete arrays can be compared by comparing their elements separately. A solution
is to pre-process the comparison operation into a nested if-then-elsif statement. This
method is expensive (either in size, or in speed) for large discrete arrays.
If the discrete arrays to be compared are large, the best solution is to pre-process the
comparison operation into a for loop which compares all elements in order by indexing the array, and stops comparing when the result is decided. Figure 7.3 shows an
example of this pre-processing.

type SmalLArray is
array (range 1 to 10) of INTEGER;
variabIe x, y: Small_Array;
variabIe result: BOOLEAN;
type Small_Array is
array (range 1 to 10) of INTEGER;
variabIe x, y: Small_Array;
ifx<y
then
statementsI;
end if;

result:= FAL5E;
compare:
for i in 1 to 10 loop
if x (i) < y (i)
then
result = TRUE;
exit compare;
end if;
end loop compare;
if result
then
statementsI;
end if;

Figure 7.3: Pre-processing the comparison of discrete arrayst

t

The use of the exit statement must of course be avoided. The excuse for its presence here is that it
makes the pre-processing process easier to understand.
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The third class of VHDL operators are the adding operators. All adding operators are
dyadic in nature. The VHDL addition (' +') and subtraction ('-') operate on any numeric type. The concatenation operator (' &') operates on one-dimensional array
types.
Table 7.4 shows the translation of these operators. The addition and the subtraction
are directly translatabie into their DFG equivalents. The concatenation can not be
translated and has to be pre-processed. The DFG does have a bit-concat operator, but
this operator is unusable because arrays are not necessarily coded as strings of bits.
Table 7.4: The translation of VHDL adding operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

+

+

&

none

The VHDL concatenation operation concatenates two arrays into a new array, or one
array and an element into a new array, or two elements into a new array. To be able
to translate this operator, the expression it occurs in has to be pre-processed into a for
loop copying the elements from the source to the destination arrays. Figure 7.4 shows
an example of this pre-processing.

type Small_Array is
array (range 1 to 10) of INTEGER;
type Large_Array is
array (range 1 to 20) of INTEGERÄ
variabIe x, y: SmalLArray;
variabIe z: Large_Array;
z:= x & y;

y

type Small_Array is
array (range 1 to 10) of INTEGER;
type Large_Array is
array (range 1 to 20) of INTEGER;
variabIe x, y: Small_Array;
variabIe z: Large_Array;
copy_loop:
for i in 1 to 10 loop
z (i) := x (i);
z (i + 10) := y (i);
end loop copy_loop1;

Figure 7.4: Pre-processing the concatenation operation+

+ The loop can be made more efficient using two separate index counters, eliminating the 'i + 10' operation in the loop's body.
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The third c1ass of VHDL operators are the sign operators ('+', '-'). These monadic operators are defined for any numeric type. The '+' operator behaves as an identity, and
can be ignored. The '-' operator has a direct DFG equivalent. Table 7.5 shows the
translation of these operators.
Table 7.5: The translation of VHDL sign operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

+

none
neg

The fifth c1ass of VHDL operators are the multiplying operators. All multiplying operators are dyadic in nature. The multiplication ('*') and the division (' /') operate on
any integer, floating-point, and physical type. A physical type is basically the same as
a floating-point type.
The multiplication and division operators translate directly into DFG equivalents.
The VHDL modulo and remainder operations are defined for integer types only. The
modulo operator has its DFG equivalent, but the remainder operator has to be constructed. The difference between the mod and the rem operations is the sign of the
result. The sign of the mod operation is equal to the sign of its left operand. The sign
of the rem operation is equal to the sign of its right operand.
Table 7.6 shows the direct translation of these operators into their DFG equivalents.
Only the rem operator can not directly be translated.
Table 7.6: The translation of VHDL multiplying operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

*

*

/

/

mod
rem

%

none
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The sixth group of VHDL operators are the miscellaneous operators. The abs operator is monadic and ca1culates the absolute value of any numeric type. The predefined
operation nodes of the ASCIS data flow graph standard do not indude an abs operator, which means that the VHDL abs operator has to be pre-processed into an if-thenelse statementt.
The ** operator is dyadic and ca1culates the exponentiation of any numeric or floating-point operand by any integer operand.
It is possible to catch the exponentiation operation in an algorithm. The optimal algorithm for the exponentiation of floating-point numbers with integers probably differs from the one for the exponentiation' of integers with integers. I did not yet find
the proper algorithms, which is why this thesis does not indude them.

Table 7.7 shows that none of these miscellaneous operators have a direct DFG
equivalent.
Table 7.7: The translation of VHDL miscellaneous operators

VHDL
operator

DFG
equivalent

abs

none
none

**

t It is also possible to create a DFG graph representing the behaviour of the abs operator, and add
this graph to the DFG library.
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VHDL operands

There exist seven types of operands in VHDL. Table 7.8 lists, and briefly explains
them.
Table 7.8: Operands available in VHDL

VHDL operand
name

Brief
explanation

Name

Names can be identifiers, record indices,
arrayelements and ranges, and
attributes.
Literals can be numbers, enumeration literaIs, strings, bit strings or null.
An aggregate combines one or more values into a composite value (to be able to
assign to variables with a record or array
type).
The function eaU invokes the execution of
a function subprogram.
A qualified expression explicitly includes
the type name of its type.
A type conversion includes the type
name of the type the expression must be
converted t~.
An allocator creates a new object, and retums its access value (dynamic memory).

Literals
Aggregates

Function calls
Qualified expressions
Type conversions

Allocators

The translation of these operands depends on answers to the following questions:
CD

Does the operand need any operators that are not available in the ASCIS data
flow graph?

@

Does the operand have a data type which is representable by the ASCIS data
flow graph?

@

Does the operand have any unwanted side-effects?

The following sections will evaluate the translation of all seven types of operands, either implicitly or explicitly answering the above questions.
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Names

VHDL names are translatabie if the data type of the operand they denote is translatabie. There are five different kinds of names: simple names, selected names, indexed
names, slice names and attribute names [LRM 88 chapter 6].
A simple name in an expression denotes a variabie. If this variabie has a data type that
is translatabie, then the translation of the simple name results in an edge in the DFG
from the previous definition of the variabie to the operation node of the operand of
the expression using the variabie.
A selected name in an expression denotes an element of a record. If the record is
translated by viewing it as a collection of separate variables, then the translation of a
selected name is basically equal to the translation of a simple name. The translation of
a selected name therefore depends on the implementation of the record type.
An indexed name denotes an element of an array. If the array type is implemented as
separate variables, then the translation of an indexed name is basically equal to the
translation of a simple name. If the array type is one-dimensional and is implemented
using the array nodes of the DFG, then the indexed name translates into update and
retrieve nodes.
A slice name denotes a range of array elements. If the array type is implemented as
separate variables, then the translation of a slice name results in a DFG edge for every
element. If the array type is one-dimensional and is implemented using the array
nodes of the DFG, then the slice name translates into a copy algorithm copying all elements separately using retrieve and update nodes.
An attribute name denotes an attribute value. The translation of attributes has not been
worked out yet.

7.2.2.2

Literals

A literal is either a numeric literal, an enumeration literal. a string literal. a bit
string literal. or the literal null [LRM 88 § 7.3.1).

Literals are translatabie if their base types are translatabie. Allliterals are translatabie
except for literals representing a string of characters, and the nullliterai.
It is not possible to translate string literals. The nullliteral is not translatabie because
it is an access type, and allocators and access types can not be translated.
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Aggregates

An aggregate combines one or more values into a composite value of a record or
array type [LRM 88 § 7.3.2].

They are used to be able to assign new values to array and record types, without having to assign to their elements separately.
An aggregate is therefore translatabie if all of its elements are translatabie.

7.2.2.4

Function eaUs

A function call invokes the execution of a function body [LRM 88 § 7.3.3].

If the function subprogram denoted by the function call has side-effects, then the
function call needs pre-processing as explained in section 7.2.1. If without side-effects, a function call translates into a DFG node representing the function subprogram. This is similar to the translation of a procedure subprogram (see § 6.2.5).

7.2.2.5

Qualified expressions

A qualifled expression is used to explicitly state the type, and possibly the subtype, of an operand that is an expression or an aggregate [LRM 88 § 7.3.4].

Qualified expressions are available to perform a compile-time check on the type of an
expression, and to explicitly state the type of an expression in case the type of the expression can not be deduced from its context. These type checks are of importance at
compile-time only, and do not need to be translated into a DFG.

7.2.2.6

Type conversions

A type conversion provides for explicit conversion between closely related types
[LRM 88 § 7.3.5].

The translation of VHDL's data types into the ASCIS data flow graph format has not
been worked out yet (see § 7.1). It is therefore not yet possible to translate type
conversions.
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7.2.2.7

Allocators

The evaluation of an allocator creates an object and yields an access value that
designates the object [LRM 88 § 7.3.61.

Using allocators and the access type, it is possible to implement dynamic memory. It
is impossible to use dynamic memory within the HLS environment the ES silicon
compiler uses, which means that it is not possible to translate allocators (see also section 3.2 and section 7.2.1).

7.3

Conclusions

It is too early to draw conclusions on the subject of the translation of VHDL's data

types. The translation of VHDL data types still has to be worked out. The translation
of some of VHDL's operands depends on the translation of the data types.
The translation of VHDL's operators does not depend on the translation of the data
types. The following list states the conclusions to the translation of VHDL's
operators:
•

Most operators are translatabie into a DFG.

•

The translatability of attributes has not yet been examined.

•

Short-circuit operands need to be pre-processed if their right-hand expression
has side-effects.

•

The comparison operators need to be pre-processed if its operands are discrete
array types.

•

The concatenation operator must always be pre-processed, because its operands
always are array types.

•

The rem and the abs operator need to be pre-processed because they do not have
a DFG equivalent.

•

The ** operator must be implemented by two algorithms, one for exponentiation
of an integer type by an integer type, and one for exponentiation of a floatingpoint type by an integer type. These algorithms are not yet specified.
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Chapter 8
Other
Trans/atian Issues
This chapter discusses some odds and ends of the translation of VHDL designs into
the ASCIS data flow graph format. Discussed here are overloading and recursion.
Section 8.1 discusses the subject of overloading. Section 8.2 discusses recursion, and
section 8.3 contains the conclusions to this chapter.

Overloading

8.1

Overloading is a mechanism to give the name of an entity more than one meaning.
The glossary of the VHDL language reference manual defines overloading as follows:
Identifiers or enumeration literals that denote two different entities are said to be
overloaded. Enumeration literals, subprograms, and predefined operators may
be overloaded [LRM 88 p. B-9].

Section 8.1.1 discusses the overloading of subprograms and predefined operators,
and section 8.1.2 discusses the overloading of enumeration literals.

8.1.1

Subprogram overloading

The VHDL language reference manual defines the overloading of subprograms in the
following manner:
If two subprograms overload each other, one of them can hide the other only if

both subprograms have the same parameter and result type profile
[LRM 88 § 2.3].
A call to an overloaded subprogram is ambiguous (and therefore illegal) if the
name of the subprogram, the number of parameter associations, the types and
order of the actual parameters, the names of the formal parameters (if named
associations are used), and the result type (for functions) are not sufficient to
identify exactly one (overloaded) subprogram specification [LRM 88 § 2.3].
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Procedure and function subprograms can be overloaded. There are two different
ways to overload a subprogram:
CD

A subprogram overloads another subprogram. The new subprogram declaration
hides the old one.
To accomplish this, the overloading subprogram must have the same parameter
type profile as the overloaded subprogram. This means that it must have the same
number of formal parameters, and the base types of these formal parameters
must be the same. To overload a function subprogram, their return types must
also be of the same base type.

@

A subprogram overloads another subprogram. Both subprogram declarations
stay visible.
To accomplish this, both subprogram declarations must have the same name, but
must be distinguishable by having a different parameter type profile or return
type.

Predefined operators can be overloaded in exactIy the same manner. There are however a couple of things to be careful about:
•

If a short-circuit operator (such as the and operator, see § 7.1.2) is overloaded,
this does not impIy that the new operator is also short-circuited.

•

Overloading the equality operator ('=') has no effect on the selection of choices in
a case statement.

•

The addition and subtraction operators ('+' and '-') have a monadic and dyadic
definition. Both kinds can be overloaded separateIy.

Overloading of subprograms pose no translation difficulties. Subprogram overloading in VHDL is static, and can be solved at compile-time.

OTHER TRANSLATION ISSUES

8.1.2
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Enumeration literal overloading

The overloading of enumeration literals is straightforward. The VHDL language reference manual mentions it as follows:
If the same identifier or character literal is specified in more than one enumera-

tion type definition, the corresponding literals are said to be overloaded. At any
place where an overloaded enumeration literal occurs in the text of a program,
the type of the enumeration literal must be determlnable from the context
[LRM 88 § 3.1.1].

This definition of overloading differs from the definition of subprogram overloading.
Enumeration literals can not really be overloaded, it is just that the name of an enumeration literal can be used more than once, and special care has to be taken to prevent errors. The following example shows how this overloading can cause unclear
enumerators:
type Bit is ('0', '1');
type Tri_state is ('I', '0', 'X');
Enumeration literal '0' is assigned the integer value 0 in the Bit type, and 1 in the
Tri_state type.

8.2

Recursion

Recursion in VHDL can be found in two places. Subprograms can be recursive, and
structural descriptions using the generate statement can be recursive. The following
two sections discuss these two types of recursion.

8.2.1

Recursion in subprograms

Recursive subprograms are not always translatabie to ASCIS data flow graphs. A
subprogram (procedure or function) translates into a sub-graph, which can be instantiated as a node in places where there is a call to the procedure (see § 6.2.5).
According to the ASCIS data flow graph standard, all nodes within such a sub-graph
must be defined, which means that the definition of such a sub-graph can not be
recursive.
Recursive subprograms are translatabie only if the recursion is pre-processable into a
loop. The remaining problem is to construct a method to perform this pre-processing,
and to recognise whether or not a certain recursive subprogram is pre-processable
into a loop or not.
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8.2.2

Recursion in structural descriptions

Structural descriptions of VHDL can be recursive. An architecture may instantiate itself as a component. To be able to control this recursion, the recursive component instantiation must reside in a conditional generale statement (see § 5.2.7).
The generale statement can be evaluated at compile-time, because the generale
statement is the VHDL equivalent of a macro language construct. This pseudo-recursion does not cause any translation problems because it is evaluated by the translator.

8.3

Conc1usions

At the end of this chapter, which discusses some odds and ends of the translation of
VHDL to the ASCIS data flow graph format, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Overloading does not cause any translation problems as long as it is implemented carefully. Short-circuit operators may lose their short-circuit behaviour if
overloaded, the case statement's behaviour is unaltered after overloading the '='
operator, and the '+' and '-' operators can be overloaded twice.

•

Recursive subprograms are translatabIe only if they can be pre-processed into a
loop. At the moment this pre-processing is not worked out.

There are probably more subjects stillleft undiscussed in this thesis. VHDL is an extensive language, and it is easy to overlook parts of it.
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Chapter 9
The Imp/ementation
of the Trans/ator
This chapter describes the part of the VHDL-+DFG translator that is current1y implemented, and describes what can be done in the future to complete and enhance it.
This chapter does not provide a routine-level description of the current implementation. Appendix B provides a list of the source files, and a short description of their
contents.
Section 9.1 explains why the translator is written in C++. Section 9.2 defines the data
structure of the parse tree. Section 9.3 describes the structure of the current version of
the translator, and section 9.4 contains the conclusions of this chapter.

9.1

Choosing the right tools

The primary tasks are the parsing and analysis of the source language VHDL and the
production of output in the ASCIS data flow graph format. Parsing usually consists
of two tasks. Lexical analysis and grammar parsing.
The operating system used at the Design Automation Section is UN*X. Programming
language in use are Lisp, C and C++.
The C language in the UN*X environment has two standard tools for lexical analysis
and grammar parsing called lex (1) and yacc (1) [Aho 86]. Using these standard
tools for the parsing part of the translator is easier than writing new lexical analysis
and grammar parsing tools, which leave C and C++ as candidates as possible programming languages for the translator.
As a standardisation effort to make programming for the ES silicon compiler more
flexible and more consistent, the Design Automation Section has developed a programming system called NEAT. The NEAT system is written in C++.
The NEAT system contains operators to create and manipulate ASCIS data flow
graphs, which makes the writing of the translator easier.
The C++ language is therefore chosen as the programming language for the translator, and lex (1) and yacc (1) are used to implement its parsing part. The NEAT system is used to be able to manipulate ASCIS data flow graphs.
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9

The definition of data structures

It is important to define proper data structures to be used by the translator. The usual

technique that is used by parsers is to define a data structure as a tree, caIled the
parse tree. The parse tree is filled-in during the parsing process.
A parse tree usuaIly has the structure of the language that is parsed. Figure 9.1 shows
a possible parse tree to use when parsing VHDL.
The root of the parse tree contains one or more design files: one for each VHDL input
file. Each design file contains one or more entity and package declarations (and possibly other items such as configuration declarations). An entity declaration contains
type declarations and architecture bodies. A package declaration only contains one
package body.
Both the architecture body as weIl as the package body contain subprogram declarations and specifications, and type declarations.
parse_tree
I '"
I

design file
I ...

entity

?

~I'"
type

architecture

~ ...

subprogram

type

package

I1
package body

... ~
type

subprogram

Figure 9.1: The structure of the parse treet
The parse tree of figure 9.1 still is not complete. The current definition of the parse
tree, shown in figure 9.2, is even less complete. The main reason for this is that I
started writing the translator before realising the fuIl impact of the model problem.

t The '... ' mark denotes that the relation has multiple branches. If the mark is a number, it denotes
the number of branches in the relation.
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design file

type

entity
1'"

architecture

package
I 1

package body

Figure 9.2: Current structure of the parse tree

The parse tree is constructed using the object manipulation abilities of the NEAT
package. Using these, it is easy to create a new object, add it to a set, seek through
this set, and delete objects from this set.
This flexibility makes it easy to redefine the structure of the parse tree; no special
linked lists or hash tables have to be created, this is done by the NEAT system.

9.3

The structure of the program

The current version of the translator uses a VHDL grammar file written for yacc (1)
provided by the Laboratory of Digital Design Environments of the Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department of the University of Cincinnatti.
The parser uses this VHDL grammar file, and a lex (1) lexical analysis file. The latter
file tokenises the VHDL test currently parsed, and calls subroutines that are able to
parse VHDL literals.
The yacc (1) file calls subroutines that build the parse tree, creating new entity,
architecture and package, and type objects.
Throughout the translator's source, calls for debugging purposes and error handling
are available.
The current version of the parser performs limited semantic checks: it is possible to
state which objects and declarations are allowed within which objects. This can be
used to limit the usage of certain VHDL language constructs.
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CHAPTER 9

Future enhancements

If future work is continued using the current translator framework, the following enhancements are necessary:

•

The data structure used by the parser has to be reconsidered. The current
definition of this data structure is insufficient.

•

The actual translation techniques discussed in this chapter have to be implemented. The current version of the translator only has parsing abilities. It is unable to create ASCIS data flow graphs for any VHDL language construct.

9.5

Conclusions

This chapter discusses the current version of the VHDL-+DFG translator. The following list provides the conclusions of this chapter:
•

I only spent a limited amount of time on the writing of the translator. It soon became apparent that it was impossible to write a VHDL-+DFG translator because
of the model problem.

•

Because of the above, the translator is still far from finished. lts current version
can serve as a framework for a future version of the translator.
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Conclusions
This thesis discusses a variety of subjects related to the usage of VHDL as a high-level
synthesis language for the ES silicon compiler. These subjects are discussed in separate chapters, all with their own "conclusions" section.
The following list repeats the main conclusions of this thesis, and refers to the chapter
their subject is discussed in:

•
•

•
•

In order to use VHDL with the ES silicon compiler, translation from VHDL to the
ASCrS data flow graph format must be possible (see chapter 1).
VHDL is based on a hardware model, which is reflected in its underlying model.
This makes it difficult to use VHDL as a high-level synthesis language for the ES
silicon compiler, because this underlying model differs from the model used by
the ASCrS data flow graph (see chapter 2).
VHDL can not be disconnected from its underlying model because VHDL is
linked with simulation (see chapter 2).
At the moment there is no satisfying solution to the model problem (see chapter 2).

•

In order to use VHDL as a high-level synthesis language, its usage must be restricted; the language contains constructs not suitable for high-level synthesis
(see chapter 3).

•

The concurrent block and process statements, and the sequentiaI signal assignment and wait statement can not be translated due to the model problem (see
chapter 5 and chapter 6).

•

Most other statements can be translated, but many of these need to be pre-processed in order to be translatabie (see chapter 5 and chapter 6).

•

Most VHDL operators are translatabie into the ASCrS data flow graph (see chapter 7).

•

Recommendation: The current version of the translator can serve as a framework
for future work (see chapter 9).
Currently, VHDL is not suitable as a high-level synthesis language for the
ES silicon compiler.
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Common
Abbreviations
ASCIS

Architecture Synthesis for Complex Integrated Systems.

ASCIS DFG

The data flow graph format defined in [Eijndhoven 91].

DFG

Data Flow Graph. In this document, the abbreviation DFG denotes
the ASCIS DFG unless explicitly stated otherwise.

ES

Electrotechniek Systeemontwerpen, nowadays called Ontwerpkunde voor
Electronische Systemen. Local name for the Design Automation Section

FSM

of the Department of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven
University of Technology.
Finite State Machine.

HDL

Hardware Description Language.

HLS

High-Level Synthesis.

NEAT

New Eindhoven Architectural Synthesis TooI.

UN*X

You Need Immense Experience.

VHDL

VHSIC Hardware Description Language.

VHSIC

Very High Speed Integrated Circuits.

YACC

Yet Another Compiler Compiler. A grammar tooI for building
parsers.
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translator
introduction of 3
warning 31, 57
tri-state logic 18
V

variables
declaration scope 32
global 32, 37, 71
initialisation of 40
VHDL
advantage of 4
and HLS 25
architecture body 10
basic design form 14
behaviour vs. structure 11
configuration declaration 10
configuration specification 26
context clause 10
data types 83
design structure for HLS 26
design unit 10
dynamic memory 25, 87, 93, 96
entity declaration 10
expressions see expressions
introduction of 1
origin of 3,9
overloading 61, 97
overview 3
package body 10
package declaration 10, 12
partitioning 12
primary unit 10
secundary unit 10
signaIs see signals
simulation cycle 14
subtype declaration 12
underlying model 9
variables see variables
wait statement 14
VHSIC 3
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Appendix A
Handshake Package
-- Written by Jens P. Brage,
package Handshake is
procedure TransmitInteger
(variable Value: in INTEGER;
signal Data: out INTEGER;
signal Strobe: out BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: in BOOLEAN );
procedure ReceiveInteger
(variable Value: out INTEGER;
signal Data: in INTEGER;
signal Strobe: in BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: out BOOLEAN );
procedure TransmitBoolean
( variabIe Value: in BOOLEAN;
signal Data: out BOOLEAN;
signal Strobe: out BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: in BOOLEAN );
procedure ReceiveBoolean
(variable Value: out BOOLEAN;
signal Data: in BOOLEAN;
signal Strobe: in BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: out BOOLEAN );
end Handshake;
package body Handshake is
procedure TransmitInteger
(variable Value: in INTEGER;
signal Data: out INTEGER;
signal Strobe: out BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: in BOOLEAN ) is
begin
if not Ready then wait until Ready; end if;
Data <= Value;
wait for Ons;
Strobe <= TRUE;
if Ready then wait until not Ready; end if;
Strobe <= FAL5E;
end TransmitInteger;
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procedure ReceiveInteger
(variable Value: out INTEGER;
signal Data: in INTEGER;
signal Strobe: in BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: out BOOLEAN) is
begin
if not Strobe then wait until Strobe; end if;
Value:= Data;
Ready <= FAL5E;
if Strobe then wait until not Strobe; end if;
Ready <= TRUE;
end ReceiveInteger;
procedure lransmitBoolean
(variable Value: in BOOLEAN;
signal Data: out BOOLEAN;
signal Strobe: out BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: in BOOLEAN) is
begin
if not Ready then wait until Ready; end if;
Data <= Value;
wait for 0 ns;
Strobe <= TRUE;
if Ready then wait until not Ready; end if;
Strobe <= FAL5E;
end TransmitBoolean;
procedure ReceiveBoolean
(variable Value: out BOOLEAN;
signal Data: in BOOLEAN;
signal Strobe: in BOOLEAN;
signal Ready: out BOOLEAN) is
begin
if not Strobe then wait until Strobe; end if;
Value:= Data;
Ready <= FAL5E;
if Strobe then wait until not Strobe; end if;
Ready <= TRUE;
end ReceiveBoolean;
end Handshake;
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Appendix B
A List of Souree Files
The file-name conventions are as follows. Special macro definitions bear the extension. def. Files generated by a script in the make file are prefixed by an underscore
('_'). It is therefore safe to issue the command "rm *"

Filename

Brief description

Makefile

The CNV make (1) make file of vhd12dfg. See its contents for details.
Defines various general constants (length constraints and
such) and other global accessories.
Version number (decimal) of vhd12dfg. This file is updated by the make file every time a successful compilation
has completed.
Routines for printing messages to stderr. Long error
messages are wrapped on word boundaries. Several message kinds and severities are supported. See messages . h
for details.
The root and the definition of the parse tree. Also contains
a print function of the parse tree.
The root storage of all constructions that can be specified
in one design file. A VHDL source contains one or more
design files.
These files define the type definitions (classes) of the storage for package definitions, package bodies, entities, architectures and type definitions.

defines.h
version.cc
version.h

messages.cc
messages.h

ParseTree.cc
ParseTree.h
DesignFile.cc
DesignFile.h

Package.cc
Package.h
Entity.cc
Entity.h
Architecture.cc
Architecture.h
Type. cc
Type.h

ListofDesignFile.cc
These files define lists of the named
ListofDesignFile.
vhd12dfg does not use these lists.
ListofPackage.cc
ListofPackage.h
ListofEntity.cc
ListofEntity.h
ListofArchitecture.cc
ListofArchitecture.h
ListofType.cc
ListofType.h

objects. At the moment
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Filename

ApPENOIXB

Brief description

SetofDesignFile.cc
SetofDesignFile.h
SetofPackage.cc
SetofPackage.h
SetofEntity.cc
SetofEntity.h
SetofArchitecture.cc
SetofArchitecture.h
SetofType.cc
SetofType.h

These files define sets of the named objects. If the parse
tree contains one-to-many links, vhd12dfg uses these sets
to store multiple objects of the same type (class).

vhd12dfg.cc
vhd12dfg.h

The main program. This is the interface between the user
and the parser.
Included by _vhdl_lexer. cc. The lexica I analyser lex
can not be used to parse VHDL tokens: VHDL tokens are
case insensitive t . This file contains a mapping from ASCII
tokens to the internal numbering used by the lex (1) and
yacc (1) files.
The lexical analyser's lex (1) source, and its generated
C code.
This file contains procedures used by the lexical analyser
to parse bit-strings, strings and numbers of various
formats.
The VHDL parser's yacc (1) source, its generated C code
and its header file.

vhdl_tokens.def

vhdl_lexer.l
_vhdl_lexer.cc
literal-parser.cc
literal-parser.h
vhdl-parser.y
_vhdl-parser.cc
vhdl-parser.h
vhdl_names.def

parser_stack.cc
parser_stack.h
vhdl_defines.h

vhdl-parser_misc.cc
vhdl-parser_misc.h

The ASC I I names of various VHDL objects. These name
definitions are used by vhdlJ)arser_misc. cc to enable
it to produce sensible error message strings.
This file defines a class called ParserStack. This parser
stack is used to pass context information between actions
in the yacc ( 1) file.
This file defines identification integers used by the parser
and the parser stack, providing an unique number for every possible VHDL context. They are also used to produce
context sensitive error messages using routines found in
the file vhdlJ)arser_misc. cc. Furthermore, this file defines a cross reference defining which contexts are allowed
within which contexts.
Various important and less important functions used by
the parser. These include error and context checking procedures, and procedures operating upon the parse tree.

t Using the ability of lex ( 1) to ignore case is not usabie. Apart from tokens and other identifiers,

characters within string literals ({quote}({graph_char_2) I{quote}{quote))*{quote)) would lose their
uppercase too.

A LIST OF SOURCE FILES

Filename
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Brief description

_ListofDesignFile.cc Files generated by the make
_ListofDesignFile.h
NEAT template ListokT>.
_ListofPackage.cc
_ListofPackage.h
_ListofEntity.cc
_ListofEntity.h
_ListofArchitecture.cc
_ListofArchitecture.h
_ListofType.cc
_ListofType.h
_SetofDesignFile.cc
_SetofDesignFile.h
_SetofPackage.cc
_SetofPackage.h
_SetofEntity.cc
_SetofEntity.h
SetofArchitecture.cc
_SetofArchitecture.h
_SetofType.cc
_SetofType.h

file. Produced using the

Files generated by the make file. Produced using the
NEAT template SetokT>.

